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25 Journeys Through the  
Past and Present

A few mere miles of road can connect experiences we may 
have thought unattainable. Colorado has 25 distinct routes 
that take our sense of awe from the peaks and pinnacles  
of the Rocky Mountains, to the valleys and gorges of the 
western slope and even across sun-kissed prairie to the east.

Consider the natural sights and history of even just a few  
of the byways, such as Los Caminos Antiguos — “The 
Ancient Roads” in Spanish. It leads travelers to the highest 
sand dunes in North America, where barefoot hiking allows 
travelers to sink their toes into the warm sand. The oldest 
town in Colorado, San Luis, is also found along this byway.  
It was a settlement whose first life was under Spanish Rule. 

Or, there is the route that climbs Mount Evans, which guides 
drivers on a journey ending atop the highest paved road in 
North America, where travelers can stand on the summit of a 
14,264-foot peak, and see 10 of Colorado’s mountain ranges 
appearing in one view. 

Or travel the Santa Fe Trail Scenic and Historic Byway, 
which passes through the Comanche National Grassland 
along roughly the same route as the old Santa Fe Trail.  

These grasslands have changed little since the days when 
trappers traded with Arapaho and Kiowa Indians at Bent’s 
Old Fort, which today is a National Historic Site. 

Along the Trail of the Ancients, you can piece together a  
portrait of the Ancestral Puebloan civilization by visiting 
Mesa Verde National Park and two national monuments 
devoted exclusively to preserving their ancient culture. 

On eight different byways you can tour a historic mine where 
gold and silver fueled the development of the West. You can 
even get caught up in the living cultures that have hardly 
changed in the last 100 years. On such byways as the Flat 
Tops Trail and the West Elk Loop, travelers may even stumble 
upon a cattle drive in progress. 

Through Scenic and Historic Byways, Colorado has connected 
the dots between monumentally historic sites and vast acres of 
majestic scenery. These routes have been consciously created as 
an impetus for uniting communities and preserving both the 
natural and cultural heritage of specific areas. Each of these 
carefully selected journeys illuminates Colorado’s colorful past 
and present.

S

S

S

S

S

S
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1San Juan Skyway
Traveling through the dazzling multihued San Juan Mountains — and making stops at historic towns of great 
signifi cance — the San Juan Skyway is often considered an essential journey for road trippers of all stripes. 

Southwest Colorado
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Situated on the southern edge of the rugged 
San Juan Mountains, the town of Durango was 
perfectly located for railroad interests. To the 
north lay a series of silver mining operations 
in need of a supply line for workers and goods 
that would keep the remote operations afl oat. 
Furthermore, it was essential to deliver the 
raw materials from the mines to smelting 
operations. Knowing this, railroad agents eyed 
the Animas River Valley, and by the 1880s 
Durango had become not only a train hub, but 
also a regional center of commerce. Two walking 
tours put together by the La Plata County 
Historical Society take visitors down Main 
and Th ird Avenues, where they see a saloon 
that Adolph Coors owned until 1915, as well 
as a Romanesque sandstone bank, and historic 

homes decked out in Queen Anne, Greek 
and Spanish Colonial revival styles. At the 
Strater Hotel — a beautiful mix of Italianate, 
Romanesque and Renaissance styles — visitors 
can visualize the opulent lifestyles of the railroad 
barons who once stayed at this still operating, 
still grand hotel. 

Just off  Main Avenue lies the Denver and 
Rio Grande Railroad Depot. It is from here 
that families, photographers, railroad buff s, 
romantics and others board the Durango and 
Silverton Narrow Gauge Railroad (which, 
along with the depot, is a National Historic 
Landmark) for a scenic ride deep into the San 
Juan Mountains. Th e steam locomotive pulls the 
cars up the Animas River Canyon all the way 
to the National Historic Landmark District of 
Silverton. However, byway travelers can skip 
the train and drive north on U.S. 550, which 
passes beneath the volcanic cone of Engineer 
Mountain, crests the alpine meadows of Coal 
Bank Pass and Molas Divide and dips back 
down to the Animas River at Silverton. Once 
in Silverton, visitors can enjoy its storied Town 
Hall or tour one of the historic sites involving 
silver mining in the area like the Old Hundred 
Mine or the Mayfl ower Mill.

Th e stretch of the San Juan Skyway between 
Silverton and Ouray bears the moniker of 
“Th e Million Dollar Highway.” Th e nickname’s 
origins are disputed. Some say it is from how 
much it cost to build per mile, while others 

S

S
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� 2Trail ridge road-rocky  
mountain national Park

•  From Dallas Divide near Ridg-
way, you can see one of Colorado’s 
most photographed vistas: the 
rugged purple and snow-speckled 
summit of Mount Sneffels with 
an apron of aspens draping its 
lower reaches.

•  Take a soak in Ouray’s thermal 
hot springs.

•  Fish for brown trout at the San 
Miguel River State Wildlife Area 
near Placerville.

From atop Molas Divide, you can hook 
up with the 479-mile Colorado Trail 
— a footpath connecting Denver to 
Durango — and hike however far you’d 
like. In mid-July, wildflowers fill the 
foreground with views of the Needle 
Mountains and Grenadier Range  
rising nearby.

Parts of the Million Dollar Highway 
have precipitous drop-offs that lack 
guardrails. Check conditions ahead 
of time by visiting www.cotrip.org or 
calling the Colorado Department of 
Transportation at 303-639-1111.

someThing else To savor sTreTch your legs Take noTe

claim it has to do with the amount of gold ore 
that remained in the roadway’s fill. Regardless, 
the exotic name has stuck, in large part because 
it is such a memorable drive. For more on the 
history of this canyon-clinging roadway, see  
page 64.

The historic town of Ouray — which is listed 
on the National Register of Historic Places 
— bears the name of a Tabeguache Ute Indian 
chief who championed peace and friendship with 
white settlers during the mid-1800s. The town, 
like many in the area, was founded as a logistics 
hub for mining operations in the surrounding 
mountains. Luckily for Ouray residents and 
culture-seeking travelers, it has been spared any 
large-scale fires — a common disaster for mining 
towns in the late 1800s. As a result, many of its 
original buildings remain preserved. The Ouray 
County Historical Museum is housed in the 
brownstone Miner’s Hospital, which was built  
in 1887 and was operated by the Sisters of Mercy. 
Exhibits detail the town’s dependence on the 
mining, railroad and cattle industries.

Telluride: The mere mention of the name 
conjures images of skiing, celebrities and Bridal 
Veil Falls, the tallest free-falling waterfall in 
Colorado. But this gorgeous mining camp turned 
vacation destination hasn’t sacrificed the past 
for its future. As a National Historic Landmark 
District, its downtown is well preserved with the 
New Sheridan Hotel and Sheridan Opera House 
as standouts. The Telluride Historical Museum 
offers self-guided MP3 tours that visitors can 
download from their website Furthermore, 
Telluride is fertile ground for the arts. With 
a local dance academy, monthly art walks and 
numerous music festivals celebrating everything 
from bluegrass to Bach, Telluride is always 
humming with cultural activities.

The San Juan Skyway eventually loops to the 
south and visits Dolores and Mesa Verde 
National Park, where the famed cliff dwellings 
of the Ancestral Puebloan people can be found. 
Many of the attractions on this section of the 
byway overlap with the Trail of the Ancients 
Scenic & Historic Byway. See page 31 for more.

S

S

Distance: 236 miles • Allow 7 hours • Total elevation gain: 6,200–11,018 feet
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762Trail Ridge Road-Rocky  
Mountain National Park
Not long ago, Trail Ridge was traversed by three different bands of American Indian — Ute, Arapaho and 
Apache. Today, this alpine spine is crossed by the highest continuous paved road in North America.

Front Range Colorado
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As the highest continuously paved through-
road in North America, Trail Ridge Road is a 
landmark achievement. Beginning in 1929, the 
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) began 
building the road for the National Park Service. 
The problem was that they could only build three 
months at a time due to the heavy snowpack that 
wouldn’t melt until June. By 1932, the new route 
replaced the existing, avalanche-plagued route 
over Fall River Pass, which connected Estes Park 
with the Kawuneeche Valley. With construction 
hampered by the fits and starts of Trail Ridge’s 
severe weather, it took a total of nine years to 
complete the road to Grand Lake. Even today, 
the road is only open four-and-a-half months 
of the year — the rest of the time it lies buried 
under several feet of snow. 

Trail Ridge derives its name from the numerous 
prehistoric pathways that crisscross its open, 
treeless expanse. Archaeologists have gathered 
evidence that suggests humans have been 
traversing the area for at least 6,000 years. 
Primarily utilized by Ute Indians to pursue herds 
of elk, these rough routes were a thoroughfare 
for hunting and gathering in summer months. 
Research has also shown that Apache and 
Arapaho Indians came into the area and used 
many of the same hunting grounds. Today, hikers 
can follow one of these paths — the Ute Trail 
— which the National Park Service maintains.

Another hiking trail that reveals the history of 
the area lies on the west side of the route, at 
the bottom of the Kawuneeche Valley. At the 
Colorado River Trailhead, visitors can hike 3.5 

S

S
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•  Th e Beaver Meadows Visitor Center, 
near the east entrance to the national 
park, is a National Historic Landmark.

•   Estes Park’s grand Stanley Hotel 
— which inspired Stephen King’s 
book Th e Shining — was built in 

1909 by F.O. Stanley of Stanley 
Steamer fame.

•  Stop and smell the fl owers in late July 
when the tundra blooms with alpine 
sunfl ower, alpine avens, forget-me-nots 
and sky pilot.

Stop at Rock Cut and take a walk along 
the self-guided Tundra Communities 
Trail. Th e path is ADA accessible and 
includes interpretive signage about the 
alpine ecosystem.

Trail Ridge Road is closed between 
mid-October and early June from 
Many Parks Curve to the Colorado 
River Trailhead.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE

miles in to see what’s left of Lulu City, a mining 
town that, from 1874 to 1882, included a hotel, 
a post offi  ce and four lumber mills. Today, nature 
has reclaimed all but a few remaining logs.

Trail Ridge Road eff ectively documents the 
struggle for survival that the alpine ecosystem 
demands — both from humans as well as adapted 
plant and animal species. From a naturalist’s 
perspective, you need look no further than the 
bristlecone pine to see the realities of what it 
takes to survive on the fringes of the alpine 
tundra. Th ese gnarly and twisted trunks stand just 
at the treeline, their contorted shapes the result of 
centuries of adapting to the merciless wind at this 
elevation. Some are as many as 1,500 years old.

Another example of adaptation to this harsh 
environment can be found in the white-tailed 
ptarmigan. Since conserving energy is so crucial 
to survival in this unsympathetic climate, the 
ptarmigan’s plumage changes color with the 
season. By being white in winter and gray-
speckled in summer, the ptarmigan goes largely 
unnoticed by predators and wastes little energy 
on fl ight.





Distance: 48 miles • Allow 2–3 hours 
Total elevation gain: 7,522–12,183 feet
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763Colorado River  
Headwaters
America’s great canyon-carver, the Colorado River, has its humble beginnings in the mountains of its namesake. 
This route traces the river and affords insight into the lives of mountain men, ranchers and even thrill-seekers.

North of Wolcott, Colorado 131 rounds a bend 
and dips into an arid, rocky canyon. At the 
bottom, there it is: the Colorado River. Already 
broad and mighty — just a mere 100 miles from 
its source — the river at this point in its life has 
already delighted anglers, nourished pasture land 
and thrilled kayakers. This junction is known 
as State Bridge, and the byway begins here by 
following this great river to its source in Rocky 
Mountain National Park.

The route bends away from the river just shy of 
Gore Canyon, one of the most demanding kaya-
king and rafting runs in the state. Huge flows, 
burly rapids and dangerous sinkholes make this 
an expert-only section of the river.

Gore Canyon, and the rugged Gore Range 
that it severs, are named after a notorious Irish 
aristocrat whose hunting expeditions in the area 
were defined by excess. In 1854, Sir St. George 
Gore met up with guide Jim Bridger and entered 
Middle Park, the broad valley stretching from 
Kremmling to Hot Sulphur Springs. Gore 
brought with him an armada of 25 wagons, 112 
horses and 14 dogs. By night, he slept in a brass 
bed and savored gourmet food; by day, he indis-
criminately hunted scores of animals, claiming 
to have killed 2,500 buffalo and 40 grizzly bears 
during the two-year hunting trip.

Hot Sulphur Springs is the Grand County seat, 
and it provides travelers with weary muscles the 
perfect chance to relax in the town’s famous hot 
springs. Residents have soaked in the hot springs 
since the 1860s (these are some of the oldest 
developed mineral springs in the state). Addi-
tionally, they found a way to turn a necessity into 
a recreational pursuit. During the long winters, 
skiing and snowshoeing were required skills 
for transport, particularly among loggers and 
mail carriers. But they quickly became popular 
thrill-seeking activities, even among the women 
in town. A stop at the Grand County Museum 
provides further details on the historic skiing 
fanatics of Hot Sulphur Springs, as well as the 
cultural history of the county from ancient to 
modern times.

The byway concludes at Grand Lake, a delightful 
town located on Colorado’s largest natural lake 
at the western entrance to Rocky Mountain Na-
tional Park. Just like Hot Sulphur Springs, rec-
reation has always driven people to Grand Lake, 
and in this case, sailing has historically been one 
of the most popular. In 1912, the Grand Lake 
Regatta was established, and sailors continue 
to battle for its Lipton Cup trophy to this day. 
Grand Lake has always been at the forefront of 
Colorado’s developing tourism industry. Along 
the lakeshore, this history can be explored at the 
Kauffman House, a log structure built in 1892 
and operated as a hotel until 1946. Listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places, the hotel 
is now a museum and is a superb example of 
Colorado’s early tourism days. 

Northwest Colorado
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North of Wolcott, Colorado 131 rounds a bend 
and dips into an arid, rocky canyon. At the 
bottom, there it is: the Colorado River. Already 
broad and mighty — just a mere 100 miles from 
its source — the river at this point in its life has 
already delighted anglers, nourished pasture land 
and thrilled kayakers. This junction is known 
as State Bridge, and the byway begins here by 
following this great river to its source in Rocky 
Mountain National Park.

The route bends away from the river just shy of 
Gore Canyon, one of the most demanding kaya-
king and rafting runs in the state. Huge flows, 
burly rapids and dangerous sinkholes make this 
an expert-only section of the river.

Gore Canyon, and the rugged Gore Range 
that it severs, are named after a notorious Irish 
aristocrat whose hunting expeditions in the area 
were defined by excess. In 1854, Sir St. George 
Gore met up with guide Jim Bridger and entered 
Middle Park, the broad valley stretching from 
Kremmling to Hot Sulphur Springs. Gore 
brought with him an armada of 25 wagons, 112 
horses and 14 dogs. By night, he slept in a brass 
bed and savored gourmet food; by day, he indis-
criminately hunted scores of animals, claiming 
to have killed 2,500 buffalo and 40 grizzly bears 
during the two-year hunting trip.

Hot Sulphur Springs is the Grand County seat, 
and it provides travelers with weary muscles the 
perfect chance to relax in the town’s famous hot 
springs. Residents have soaked in the hot springs 
since the 1860s (these are some of the oldest 
developed mineral springs in the state). Addi-
tionally, they found a way to turn a necessity into 
a recreational pursuit. During the long winters, 
skiing and snowshoeing were required skills 
for transport, particularly among loggers and 
mail carriers. But they quickly became popular 
thrill-seeking activities, even among the women 
in town. A stop at the Grand County Museum 
provides further details on the historic skiing 
fanatics of Hot Sulphur Springs, as well as the 
cultural history of the county from ancient to 
modern times.

The byway concludes at Grand Lake, a delightful 
town located on Colorado’s largest natural lake 
at the western entrance to Rocky Mountain Na-
tional Park. Just like Hot Sulphur Springs, rec-
reation has always driven people to Grand Lake, 
and in this case, sailing has historically been one 
of the most popular. In 1912, the Grand Lake 
Regatta was established, and sailors continue 
to battle for its Lipton Cup trophy to this day. 
Grand Lake has always been at the forefront of 
Colorado’s developing tourism industry. Along 
the lakeshore, this history can be explored at the 
Kauffman House, a log structure built in 1892 
and operated as a hotel until 1946. Listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places, the hotel 
is now a museum and is a superb example of 
Colorado’s early tourism days. 

Northwest Colorado
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12 4Dinosaur Diamond

•  An icon of the Colorado tourism 
industry, the historic Grand Lake 
Lodge was opened in 1920 and is 
famous for its lodgepole construction 
and Sunday brunch.

•  Take your pick and set sail on Lake 
Granby, Shadow Mountain Reservoir 
or Monarch Lake — all part of the 
Arapaho National Recreation Area.

At Windy Gap Reservoir, located 
where the Colorado and Fraser rivers 
meet, you can see migrations of water-
fowl at a viewing platform, or along a 
half-mile trail with interpretive signs.

Th e route from State Bridge to Colo-
rado 9 south of Kremmling is unpaved 
and not recommended for RVs or those 
with large trailers, though four-wheel 
drive is not required.

SomeTHinG elSe To SavoR STReTCH YouR leGS Take noTe

Distance: 80 miles • Allow 2 hours
Total elevation gain: 7,050–8,369 feet
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Th e ground here once shook under the footfalls of titans. Dinosaurs were prolifi c in this area and have since left 
their mark on the land in the form of fossils and footprints. Long after these massive animals disappeared from 
the area, Fremont Indians settled its arid landscape.

Northwest Colorado
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Just north of the town of Dinosaur lies the 
210,000-acre Dinosaur National Monument. 
While most of this dino-centric national 
monument is found in Colorado, its western 
edge breaches the border with Utah. A self-
guided driving tour is available at visitor centers 
in either state for those interested in the area’s 
geology, anthropology and paleontology. For 
visitors not swayed by the draw of dinosaurs, the 
confl uence of two satiating rivers — the Green 
and Yampa — can be found in the Colorado 
portion of the monument. Th ese two rivers have 

been carving out the earth for eons. Today, 
both are playgrounds for whitewater rafters 
and trout anglers, not to mention birdwatchers 
and other wildlife enthusiasts. Th anks to the 
rich riparian environment in the otherwise arid 
landscape, animals fl ock in great numbers to the 
banks, providing visitors with optimal wildlife 
viewing conditions. 

Th e art of an ancient people, the Fremont Indi-
ans, can be found pecked and painted onto the 

sandstone walls of Canyon Pintado, found a 
few miles south of Rangely along Colorado 139. 
In fact, this canyon harbors the greatest record 
of ancient Fremont art. A number of characters 
are represented in the rock art here, with the 
seemingly omnipresent Kokopelli (the hunched 
fl ute player) as perhaps the most recognizable. 
Eighteen informational signs interpret 12 major 
prehistoric sites. Th e canyon tour is self-guided 
and a comprehensive map of the sites is avail-
able through the Rangley Outdoor Museum.
At the southern terminus to the byway’s 

Colorado segment (512 miles continue into 
Utah) lies another nationally recognized area 
— Colorado National Monument. Visitors are 
often amazed that this incredibly beautiful area 
is not a national park. With red-hued and sheer 
sandstone walls, sky-grabbing buttes jutting up 
from the canyon fl oor, and cracks and caverns 
strewn throughout the area, the monument often 
draws comparisons to Arches, Canyonlands and 
Bryce Canyon National Parks. In fact, it is part of 
the same massive geologic formation, the Greater 
Colorado Plateau, which stretches into Utah, 
Arizona and New Mexico and is characterized 
by colorful sediments that have been exposed by 
erosion over time. Th e 32-square-mile preserve is 
also home to coyotes, bighorn sheep (Colorado’s 
state mammal) and bobcats.

Th e northern entrance to Colorado National 
Monument is accessed through the agricul-
tural town of Fruita, while the western entrance 
is found via Grand Junction. Both towns are 
situated along the Colorado River in a broad 
valley sparsely covered in juniper and sage. Th e 

S

Distance: 486 miles (including Utah sections) • Allow 
2 to 3 days • Total elevation gain: 4,498–8,268 feet
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•    Take the family on an organized 
dinosaur dig to unearth eons-old 
fossils with the Museum of Western 
Colorado.

•  Rent a mountain bike (or bring 
yours along) and enjoy the world-

famous network of trails located in and 
around Fruita.

•  Dip your toes into the cooling waters 
of Highline Lake at Highline Lake 
State Park.

Take a hike in the rugged McInnis 
Canyons National Conservation Area 
for views of ochre-colored buttes, the 
smooth-walled canyons and seemingly 
impossible arches.

Th e stretch of road between Rangely 
and Fruita (78 miles) is devoid of gas 
stations or service-ready stops. Be sure 
to stock up on fuel, water and munchies 
before your trip.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE

Colorado segment (512 miles continue into 
Utah) lies another nationally recognized area 
— Colorado National Monument. Visitors are 
often amazed that this incredibly beautiful area 
is not a national park. With red-hued and sheer 
sandstone walls, sky-grabbing buttes jutting up 
from the canyon fl oor, and cracks and caverns 
strewn throughout the area, the monument often 
draws comparisons to Arches, Canyonlands and 
Bryce Canyon National Parks. In fact, it is part of 
the same massive geologic formation, the Greater 
Colorado Plateau, which stretches into Utah, 
Arizona and New Mexico and is characterized 
by colorful sediments that have been exposed by 
erosion over time. Th e 32-square-mile preserve is 
also home to coyotes, bighorn sheep (Colorado’s 
state mammal) and bobcats.

Th e northern entrance to Colorado National 
Monument is accessed through the agricul-
tural town of Fruita, while the western entrance 
is found via Grand Junction. Both towns are 
situated along the Colorado River in a broad 
valley sparsely covered in juniper and sage. Th e 

Dinosaur Journey Museum in Fruita is fi lled 
with fossils and facts surrounding the prehistoric 
animals of the area, including information on the 
Colorado state dinosaur, the Stegosaurus. Fruita 
is also well known for its fresh produce and 
well-stocked farmers markets, as well as its quirky 
Mike the Headless Chicken Festival, an annual 
event that commemorates a local rooster that lost 
its head but kept pecking for food. A car show, 
concerts and of course, barbeque chicken, fi ll out 
the event’s schedule.

Grand Junction is located within a well-estab-
lished grape-growing area. Some of the state’s 
largest and most fruitful vineyards are located 
here. Also in town is the Museum of the West, 
a sister site to Dinosaur Journey in Fruita. Th e 
museum’s artifacts and displays center on the 
history of Colorado’s Western Slope, and include 
pieces dating back to the Fremont and Ute 
Indians. Th ere are also exhibits on the settlers and 
cowboys of the heavily ranched Colorado Plateau.

S
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This “Y”-shaped route traces the progression of Colorado’s life zones, as well as the evolution of making a living 
on the frontier in the 1800s — from trading beaver pelts to raising cattle.

Driving west out of Pueblo across the prairie  
and desert scrubland, travelers can almost imag-
ine what Zebulon Pike — an American lieuten-
ant who led an expedition through this area in 
1806 — thought when he came upon the Rocky 
Mountains. With a sudden movement upward, 
everything changes. Plants, animals, geology  
and even the weather shift with every 1,000 feet 
you climb.

On the Frontier Pathways Scenic and Historic 
Byway, drivers can experience the transitions be-
tween five distinct “life zones” — prairie, foothills, 
lower montane, upper montane and subalpine. 
In the span of an hour, sights include prong-
horn grazing around Lake Pueblo State Park, 
bighorn sheep perched in Hardscrabble Canyon 
and herds of elk moving through pastures in the 
Wet Mountains. Visitors can even detour off the 
byway at Westcliffe and climb into the Sangre de 
Cristo Mountains to experience the alpine life 
zone, where cold-resistant vegetation and special-
ized animals such as pika survive among rugged 
14,000-foot peaks. 

The Wet Mountains and the Sangre de Cristo 
Mountains had captivated entrepreneurs long 
before gold and silver were discovered. That is 
because the practice of trapping and trading 
beaver pelts from these mountains was big busi-
ness from the 1800s to the 1840s. One trading 
post where pelts and other goods were exchanged 
can be experienced at the Colorado Historical 
Society’s El Pueblo Museum in Pueblo, where 

an archaeological dig has unearthed remnants 
of the El Pueblo trading post from the era. The 
fort was in existence for only 12 years, and in that 
time it weathered Mexico’s trade restrictions and 
tensions between whites and Indians. The site is 
open to visits, and a re-creation of the adobe trad-
ing post and its plaza — as well as artifacts from 
the era — complete the experience. Nearby is the 
Union Avenue Historic District, which seamless-
ly blends the city’s cattle and railroad past with its 
sophisticated present of shops and cafes. 
 

Around the time that the fur trade was dwin-
dling, the cattle business began to take off. 
Ranching has deep roots in this area, especially 
since the Goodnight-Loving Cattle Trail ran 
from Texas to Pueblo and became one of the 
West’s most significant ways to bring cattle to 
market. Charles Goodnight — the rancher who 
pioneered the route with his partner Oliver 
Loving — also invented the chuckwagon, which 
was used on that maiden trip to Pueblo. The Wet 
Mountain Valley, a broad basin that cradles the 
towns of Westcliffe and Silver Cliff, continues 
to be a productive ranching area in Colorado. A 
short detour off the byway up Colorado 69 to the 
north leads to Beckwith Ranch, which was the 
largest ranch in Colorado in 1900.

The byway returns toward Pueblo but forks south 
to the historic communities of Rye and Colorado 
City. Along the way, it passes Bishop Castle, a 
peculiar and captivating structure that one man 
has been building on his own since 1969. 

South Central Colorado
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Driving west out of Pueblo across the prairie  
and desert scrubland, travelers can almost imag-
ine what Zebulon Pike — an American lieuten-
ant who led an expedition through this area in 
1806 — thought when he came upon the Rocky 
Mountains. With a sudden movement upward, 
everything changes. Plants, animals, geology  
and even the weather shift with every 1,000 feet 
you climb.

On the Frontier Pathways Scenic and Historic 
Byway, drivers can experience the transitions be-
tween five distinct “life zones” — prairie, foothills, 
lower montane, upper montane and subalpine. 
In the span of an hour, sights include prong-
horn grazing around Lake Pueblo State Park, 
bighorn sheep perched in Hardscrabble Canyon 
and herds of elk moving through pastures in the 
Wet Mountains. Visitors can even detour off the 
byway at Westcliffe and climb into the Sangre de 
Cristo Mountains to experience the alpine life 
zone, where cold-resistant vegetation and special-
ized animals such as pika survive among rugged 
14,000-foot peaks. 

The Wet Mountains and the Sangre de Cristo 
Mountains had captivated entrepreneurs long 
before gold and silver were discovered. That is 
because the practice of trapping and trading 
beaver pelts from these mountains was big busi-
ness from the 1800s to the 1840s. One trading 
post where pelts and other goods were exchanged 
can be experienced at the Colorado Historical 
Society’s El Pueblo Museum in Pueblo, where 

an archaeological dig has unearthed remnants 
of the El Pueblo trading post from the era. The 
fort was in existence for only 12 years, and in that 
time it weathered Mexico’s trade restrictions and 
tensions between whites and Indians. The site is 
open to visits, and a re-creation of the adobe trad-
ing post and its plaza — as well as artifacts from 
the era — complete the experience. Nearby is the 
Union Avenue Historic District, which seamless-
ly blends the city’s cattle and railroad past with its 
sophisticated present of shops and cafes. 
 

Around the time that the fur trade was dwin-
dling, the cattle business began to take off. 
Ranching has deep roots in this area, especially 
since the Goodnight-Loving Cattle Trail ran 
from Texas to Pueblo and became one of the 
West’s most significant ways to bring cattle to 
market. Charles Goodnight — the rancher who 
pioneered the route with his partner Oliver 
Loving — also invented the chuckwagon, which 
was used on that maiden trip to Pueblo. The Wet 
Mountain Valley, a broad basin that cradles the 
towns of Westcliffe and Silver Cliff, continues 
to be a productive ranching area in Colorado. A 
short detour off the byway up Colorado 69 to the 
north leads to Beckwith Ranch, which was the 
largest ranch in Colorado in 1900.

The byway returns toward Pueblo but forks south 
to the historic communities of Rye and Colorado 
City. Along the way, it passes Bishop Castle, a 
peculiar and captivating structure that one man 
has been building on his own since 1969. 
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18 6Gold Belt Tour

•  Take a look into a day in the life of a 
frontier school at the Westcliff  School-
house on the outskirts of its namesake 
town. While Westcliff e today has an 
“e” at the end, the school sign has an 
alternate spelling that leaves the “e” off . 

•  Pueblo’s Union Avenue Historic Dis-
trict has 87 historic buildings, is listed 
on the National Register of Historic 
Places and continues to serve as the 
heart and soul of Pueblo to this day.

In addition to the superb bass fi shing 
at Lake Pueblo State Park, anglers can 
hook into brown and rainbow trout 
from the shores of Lake Isabel, just off  
Colorado 165.

Loose chunks of granite in Hardscrabble 
Canyon can sometimes be found on the 
roadway. Keep your eyes open for debris 
when passing through this stretch.

SomeTHinG elSe To SavoR STReTCH YouR leGS Take noTe

Distance: 103 miles • Allow 4 hours
Total elevation gain: 4,695–9,350 feet
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Between Florence and Florissant is an expanse severed by canyons and dotted with the petrified remains of life 
from 35 million years ago. Against this dramatic natural backdrop lies the compelling history of the “greatest 
gold camp in the world.”

South Central Colorado
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“Greatest” is a fi tting word for the small area 
that miners tapped — and continue to work 
— around Cripple Creek and Victor. From 1891 
to 2005, more than 500 mines have removed an 
estimated 23.5 million ounces of gold from the 
corridor. Th is fi gure surpasses the production 
of the entire Alaska and California gold rushes 
combined. At the height of the rush in the 1890s, 
gold was so ubiquitous that at times it appeared 
in the most unlikely of places. Harry and Frank 
Woods — the founders of Victor — were break-
ing ground on a hotel in town when they came 

upon a rich vein. Plans for the hotel were aban-
doned, and the Gold Coin Mine began operation, 
right in the heart of town. Today an interpretive 
site at Fifth and Diamond Streets informs pass-
ersby of the mine’s history.

Victor’s twin city of gold would become the more 
famous of the two. Cripple Creek’s economic 
boom resulted in unrivaled development — 75 
saloons, two opera houses and, by 1900, its own 
stock exchange. Th ese rip-roaring days come 

alive through a massive photo collection at the 
Cripple Creek District Museum, which occupies 
the Midland Terminal Train Depot in the heart 
of town. Today, Cripple Creek is one of three his-
toric mining towns with limited stakes gaming.

If “byway” to you means “out of the way,” then 
the route through Phantom Canyon and over 
the Shelf Road should fi t the bill. Narrow and 
riddled with twists and turns, these dusty old 
stagecoach roads demand focus and a no-rush 

attitude. Th e rewards of the journey are many 
faceted. For one, the odyssey up these bending 
byways retraces the steps of historic supply lines 
to Cripple Creek and Victor. Phantom Canyon 
Road follows the former rail bed of the Flor-
ence and Cripple Creek Railroad. Shelf Road 
— perched on a dusty ledge above a gorge that 
is today a popular rock-climbing area — was 
the companion toll road for stagecoaches. 
Without the railroad and the wagon trail, the 
survival of Cripple Creek and Victor would not 
have been possible.

Upon arrival in Cañon City, many visitors stop 
for a glass of locally made wine, pay a visit 
to the slammer at the Museum of Colorado 
Prisons or head just west of town to the Royal 
Gorge. Carved by the Arkansas River over the 
course of 3 million years, the Royal Gorge is 
50 feet wide at its base, 100 feet wide at its rim 
and 1,200 feet deep in some places. Equally 
as stunning as the canyon, is the Royal Gorge 
Bridge, which, at 1,053 feet, is the highest 

suspension bridge in the world. Built in 1929 
for a mere $350,000, and now listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places, the bridge 
is a marvel of engineering. Intrepid souls can 
take a raft tour through the canyon, or those 
looking for a more civilized route can take 
the Royal Gorge Route Railroad through the 
chasm. It should be noted that these are the 
only two ways to tour the narrow canyon 
bottom.

Th e ultimate conclusion to the Gold Belt Tour 
is a land literally frozen in time — the Floris-
sant Fossil Beds National Monument. Here you 
will fi nd a typical montane ecosystem harboring 
chunky blocks of petrifi ed Sequoia tree trunks. 
Researchers have found more than 1,700 diff er-
ent organisms in the fossil record — including 
1,500 species of insect alone. Th e frozen stories 
of ancient life that are  preserved in stone at the 
Florissant Fossil Beds make for a fi tting end to 
this storied route.
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Distance: 131 miles • Allow 6-7 hours
Total elevation gain: 5,187–9,695 feet
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•  Visitors stopping at Mueller State Park 
— located just off  the byway near Di-
vide — can rock climb on pink-colored 
granite, snowshoe or hike on a variety 
of trails, and listen to elk bugle at dusk 
from one of the park’s cabins.

•  Hop aboard the Cripple Creek & 
Victor Narrow Gauge Railroad — a 
meticulous reconstruction of the real 
thing that’s been in operation for tour-
ists since 1967.

Hike among the captivating mine struc-
tures and the rustic detritus of gold mills 
along the Trails of Gold — a network 
of footpaths just outside Victor. ADA 
accessible and complete with interpretive 
signs, the Trails of Gold are an ideal way 
to explore the mining district’s past.

To do the whole byway requires some 
double-backing, so start in Florence and 
drive to Victor and Cripple Creek via 
Phantom Canyon Road. Return south 
along the Shelf Road to Cañon City, 
then head west and around to Florissant 
by way of High Park Road. Much of the 
byway is on bumpy dirt roads.

SomeTHinG elSe To SavoR STReTCH YouR leGS Take noTe

attitude. Th e rewards of the journey are many 
faceted. For one, the odyssey up these bending 
byways retraces the steps of historic supply lines 
to Cripple Creek and Victor. Phantom Canyon 
Road follows the former rail bed of the Flor-
ence and Cripple Creek Railroad. Shelf Road 
— perched on a dusty ledge above a gorge that 
is today a popular rock-climbing area — was 
the companion toll road for stagecoaches. 
Without the railroad and the wagon trail, the 
survival of Cripple Creek and Victor would not 
have been possible.

Upon arrival in Cañon City, many visitors stop 
for a glass of locally made wine, pay a visit 
to the slammer at the Museum of Colorado 
Prisons or head just west of town to the Royal 
Gorge. Carved by the Arkansas River over the 
course of 3 million years, the Royal Gorge is 
50 feet wide at its base, 100 feet wide at its rim 
and 1,200 feet deep in some places. Equally 
as stunning as the canyon, is the Royal Gorge 
Bridge, which, at 1,053 feet, is the highest 

suspension bridge in the world. Built in 1929 
for a mere $350,000, and now listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places, the bridge 
is a marvel of engineering. Intrepid souls can 
take a raft tour through the canyon, or those 
looking for a more civilized route can take 
the Royal Gorge Route Railroad through the 
chasm. It should be noted that these are the 
only two ways to tour the narrow canyon 
bottom.

Th e ultimate conclusion to the Gold Belt Tour 
is a land literally frozen in time — the Floris-
sant Fossil Beds National Monument. Here you 
will fi nd a typical montane ecosystem harboring 
chunky blocks of petrifi ed Sequoia tree trunks. 
Researchers have found more than 1,700 diff er-
ent organisms in the fossil record — including 
1,500 species of insect alone. Th e frozen stories 
of ancient life that are  preserved in stone at the 
Florissant Fossil Beds make for a fi tting end to 
this storied route.
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Traversing the world’s largest fl attop mountain, this 63-mile route is a playground in the sky and off ers 
travelers wide-open vistas and more than 300 stream-fed lakes with thriving trout populations. 

Northwestern Colorado

Crossing the footprints of convicts and farmers, 
ancient trails of American Indians and rugged 
routes of early stagecoaches and freight wagons, 
this byway reveals a time line of populations who 
relied on the Grand Mesa’s diverse plant and 
animal resources for survival. Th e route spans 
four distinct Western Colorado areas hugged by 
national forest land: Plateau Valley, Mesa Lakes, 
Land O’ Lakes and Land’s End. 

From I-70, the Grand Mesa Byway journeys 
south through Plateau Valley amid ranches and 
arid sandstone canyons carved by Plateau Creek 
before it climbs the mesa’s northern escarpment 
into a tranquil subalpine forest. Th e byway enters 
the Land O’ Lakes region, where at the log-con-

structed Grand Mesa Visitor Center travelers can 
fi nd hiking trails and interpretive exhibits about 
life on Grand Mesa. 

Halfway through the trip, a section of the byway 
spurs west and takes travelers along the rim of the 
Grand Mesa, where elevations top 11,000 feet. 
At Lands End, views stretch across western Colo-
rado and into Utah. Listed on the National Reg-
ister of Historic Places and built by the Civilian 
Conservation Corps in the 1930s, the Lands End 
Observatory sits at the mesa’s edge. Prisoners 
from the Cañon City state penitentiary wielded 
picks and shovels to cut the original climb to 
this vantage point. Also listed on the National 
Register is the Convicts’ Bread Oven located on 
Highway 65 west of Molina, which was built in 
1911 to feed crews building the highway and is 
the only remaining feature from the prison camp.

Raber Cow Camp on Lands End Road features 
two authentic log cabins built from surrounding 
forests in the 1930s. Prominent farmers at the 
time, the Raber family occupied the cabins during 
the cows’ summer pasture seasons.

Called Th under Mountain by the Utes, the Grand 
Mesa is the product of glaciers, volcanoes, and 
wind and water erosion that have occurred over 
the past 100 million years. Today it’s crowned 
with thick, erosion-resistant lava. Water fi lls the 
depressions where the soft underlying rock could 
no longer carry the solid lava’s weight. Th e result-
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Northwestern Colorado

Crossing the footprints of convicts and farmers, 
ancient trails of American Indians and rugged 
routes of early stagecoaches and freight wagons, 
this byway reveals a time line of populations who 
relied on the Grand Mesa’s diverse plant and 
animal resources for survival. Th e route spans 
four distinct Western Colorado areas hugged by 
national forest land: Plateau Valley, Mesa Lakes, 
Land O’ Lakes and Land’s End. 

From I-70, the Grand Mesa Byway journeys 
south through Plateau Valley amid ranches and 
arid sandstone canyons carved by Plateau Creek 
before it climbs the mesa’s northern escarpment 
into a tranquil subalpine forest. Th e byway enters 
the Land O’ Lakes region, where at the log-con-

structed Grand Mesa Visitor Center travelers can 
fi nd hiking trails and interpretive exhibits about 
life on Grand Mesa. 

Halfway through the trip, a section of the byway 
spurs west and takes travelers along the rim of the 
Grand Mesa, where elevations top 11,000 feet. 
At Lands End, views stretch across western Colo-
rado and into Utah. Listed on the National Reg-
ister of Historic Places and built by the Civilian 
Conservation Corps in the 1930s, the Lands End 
Observatory sits at the mesa’s edge. Prisoners 
from the Cañon City state penitentiary wielded 
picks and shovels to cut the original climb to 
this vantage point. Also listed on the National 
Register is the Convicts’ Bread Oven located on 
Highway 65 west of Molina, which was built in 
1911 to feed crews building the highway and is 
the only remaining feature from the prison camp.

Raber Cow Camp on Lands End Road features 
two authentic log cabins built from surrounding 
forests in the 1930s. Prominent farmers at the 
time, the Raber family occupied the cabins during 
the cows’ summer pasture seasons.

Called Th under Mountain by the Utes, the Grand 
Mesa is the product of glaciers, volcanoes, and 
wind and water erosion that have occurred over 
the past 100 million years. Today it’s crowned 
with thick, erosion-resistant lava. Water fi lls the 
depressions where the soft underlying rock could 
no longer carry the solid lava’s weight. Th e result-
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24 8Santa Fe Trail

•  Color Sunday in September is a 
well-known event. Locals and visitors 
buckle up by the hundreds to view the 
golden fall aspen and enjoy special 
events hosted by the merchants along 
the byway.

•  Visit the Grand Mesa Visitor Center 
for times and locations of interpretive 

walks given every summer weekend on 
the Grand Mesa.

•  Built from logs and stone in 1891, the 
square Lovett House Bed & Break-
fast in Cedaredge is the area’s longest 
continually occupied residence. 

Just off the scenic byway, the Crag Crest 
National Recreation Trail is a 10.3-mile 
circular trail beginning near the Grand 
Mesa Visitor Center that rises from 
10,150 feet at Eggleston Lake to 11,189 
feet along the crest.

Pack layers. As you gain elevation to 
Grand Mesa, temperatures typically 
drop 15 to 20 degrees. Lands End Road 
is closed during winter months.

SomeTHinG elSe To SavoR STReTCH YouR leGS Take noTe

ing profusion of lakes and ponds are conveniently 
used for water storage, supporting the vineyards, 
orchards and the historic ranches sprinkled 
throughout the North Fork Valley to the south. 
But in addition to being a water supply, the lakes 
are prime habitat for numerous species of trout, 
and afford easy access for fisherman casting a line 
from shore, or from a canoe. Numerous National 
Forest Service campgrounds found among these 
lakes allow campers to spend the night in pristine 
nature. For star-gazers, this is one of the best 
places in Colorado to witness the Perseid Meteor 
Shower in mid-August.

The southern end of the byway leads to the rural 
arts and agricultural community of Cedaredge 
where the Pioneer Town living history museum 
pays homage to early settlers. Original, restored 
structures and replicas are outfitted with period 
artifacts, including an entire main street lined 
with shops that take visitors back 100 years.  
During harvest time in autumn, Cedaredge holds 
its annual Applefest, a celebration of the fall’s 
favorite fruit.

S

Distance: 63 miles • Allow 2 hours • Total elevation gain: 4,780-10,500 feet
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8Santa Fe Trail
The famed lifeline between Missouri and Santa Fe, in what was then Mexico, ran through the southeast corner 
of Colorado. This reliable route was traversed by a bevy of fortune-seeking individuals, including glory-garner-
ing “Wild” Bill Hickok, frontiersman Kit Carson, Jedediah Smith and explorer Zebulon Pike.
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Southeast Colorado
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26 In 1833 — the year the number of travelers 
and traders using the Santa Fe Trail was at its 
peak — Bent’s Old Fort was constructed. Th e 
adobe fort was originally built as an outpost for 
pelt trappers and buff alo skinners. But thanks 
in large part to its convenient location along 
the trail, its role soon took on other facets. 
Weary travelers seeking respite from an arduous 
journey across the Great Plains were able to 
restock their reserves and repair their wagons. 
Th e Bent brothers, along with their business 
partner Ceran St. Vrain, were not only entre-

preneurial businessmen, but were also goodwill 
ambassadors to the area’s Plains Indians. Each 
spoke multiple languages, including English, 
Spanish and various American Indian dialects. 
William Bent married Mis-stan-sta or Owl 
Woman, the daughter of White Th under, a holy 
man among the Cheyenne people and the event 
further bonded the two cultures. Th e adobe fort 
of today has been completely reconstructed, 
and costume-clad guides lead visitors on guided 
tours. One of the highlights of the tour is a look 
into the commander’s quarters, a room once 

occupied by frontiersman Kit Carson.
Th e original Bent’s Fort was destroyed by fi re 
and abandoned. With their prairie sanctuary 
gone, pioneers, trappers and traders were in 
need of a new way point, and they found 
it at Boggsville. Th is tiny town of farmers and 
ranchers supported a collection of 20 adobe 
structures. Th e town quickly became an amal-
gamation of cultures, composed of trappers-
turned-settlers, Mexicans and American 
Indians. Two of the 20 original structures 
remain on the town’s original site — the 
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•  Look for turkey, blue grosbeak, orchard 
orioles and other special birds in the 
Comanche National Grassland.

•  Take a detour to the town of Rocky 
Ford for world-famous melons and 
other farm-fresh produce.

 •   Motor across John Martin Reservoir, 
the largest body of water on Colorado’s 
eastern plains and the centerpiece of 
John Martin Reservoir State Park.

Hike the Sierra Vista Overlook trail  
in Comanche National Grasslands  
to see one of the last reserves of short- 
grass prairie.

There are no stops for gas or water along 
the stretch of road between Trinidad 
and La Junta (81 miles). 

SomeTHinG elSe To SavoR STReTCH YouR leGS Take noTe

Prowers and Boggs houses, and both are open 
for tours. These two homes are considered to be 
the earliest examples of territorial architecture 
in Colorado.

Dinosaurs roamed these lands long before 
pioneers left their still-visible wagon ruts along 
the Santa Fe Trail. Evidence of these behe-
moths can be found in Picketwire Canyons in 
Comanche National Grassland. The fossilized 
footprints of Allosaurs and Brontosaurus can 
be found along a quarter-mile stretch within 
the canyon. Scientists have been able to glean a 
good amount of information about the habits 
of these creatures by studying the tracks they 
left behind. One of the most intriguing sections 
involves two sets of Brontosaurus tracks tracing 
toward each other, and where they meet, an 
obvious interaction between the two giants is 
evidenced by the prints left behind.

Trinidad, which is found at the western end  
of the byway, is a beautiful city situated in the  
Purgatoire River Valley. This was a logical place 
for a settlement in the days of the Santa Fe 
Trail. It had available water, and served as a  
resting and restocking place before the arduous 

trip over Raton Pass into what is now New 
Mexico. The people who settled Trinidad —  
including travelers of the Santa Fe Trail, cattle 
barons and fortune-seeking miners — helped to 
shape Trinidad’s identity.

Visitors to the town are encouraged to take a 
walking tour of El Corazon de Trinidad (“the 
Heart of Trinidad”) National Historic District 
for a look into the lives of each. Within the 
district stands three fantastic historic sites on 
one museum campus. First is the well-preserved 
Bloom Mansion, once home to cattle baron 
Frank Bloom. Next door is the Baca House, a 
two-story Greek revival building, which was 
home to a successful rancher and territorial 
politician by the name of Felipe Baca. Both 
homes have been converted into museums.  
The adjacent Santa Fe Trail Museum interprets 
the history of the town and its connection to 
the Santa Fe Trail. Family heirlooms and price-
less pioneer artifacts, including Kit Carson’s 
buckskin jacket, are found in the museum’s 
collection. All of these buildings are properties 
of the Colorado Historical Society and open to 
the public.

Distance: 184 miles • Allow 4 hours • Total elevation gain: 3,397–7,800 feet
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769Crossing the Continental Divide three diff erent times, passing Colorado’s two highest peaks and uniting two of 
the most famous towns in the Rocky Mountains — Leadville and Aspen — the Top of the Rockies is a route of 
incredible drama.

Top of the Rockies
South Central Colorado
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With 115 miles of paved road, the Top of the 
Rockies crosses three passes and dips into four 
watersheds. Along the way, Colorado’s two tallest 
peaks — Mount Elbert (14,433 feet) and Mount 
Massive (14,421 feet) — soar into the sky. Th e 
origins of the Arkansas River are just a short hike 
away. In fact, the entire route never drops below 
an altitude of 9,000 feet.

But perhaps the real drama of the Top of the 
Rockies byway lies in its fascinating history of 
lucrative mining and extraordinary opulence. 
Take Leadville: a rustic town that was once 
home to get-rich-quick barons and silver boom 

divas. Now a National Historic Landmark 
District, Leadville was at the forefront of the 
silver boom of 1879. In fact, the ore mined here 
helped fi nance the Guggenheim family dynasty. 
Victorian houses, a narrow-gauge railroad and the 
lavish Tabor Opera House (which was for a time 
considered the fi nest opera house between St. 
Louis and San Francisco) make it one of the most 
historically rich towns in the West. As quickly 
as it boomed, Leadville busted when the Sher-
man Silver Purchase Act of 1893 was repealed, 
ending mandatory purchases of silver by the U.S. 
Treasury. But rather than fade into obscurity and 
become a ghost town, Leadville persisted, and to-
day, visitors can tour six museums, including the 
Colorado Historical Society’s Dexter Cabin and 
Healy House, as well as the famous Matchless 
Mine. Another interesting option for travelers is 
the 11.6-mile Mineral Belt Trail, a paved, non-
motorized route through parts of the Leadville 
mining district and the nearby mountains.

On the other side of Independence Pass lies a 
town known more for its modern bling than for 
the veins of silver from its past. Aspen began as 
a mining camp, and its mining success in the 
1880s drew the attention of wealthy capitalists 
looking to invest in silver. By 1891, just two years 
before the price of silver collapsed, Aspen sur-
passed Leadville in silver production. It survived 
the silver bust on ranching and its position as the 
Pitkin County seat, but it soon found fortune of 
a very diff erent kind. As early as 1935, entrepre-
neurs set their sights on Aspen as a preeminent 
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skiing destination. The dream wouldn’t come to 
fruition until after World War II, but since then, 
the town has evolved into a stylish ski capital that 
manages to retain its mountain-town soul. Rotat-
ing exhibits at the Wheeler/Stallard Museum 
— a restored Queen Anne manor — shed light 
on a variety of niche topics from Aspen’s past.

A largely unknown facet of this region’s history 
also pertains to skiing, but in a very different 
regard. Camp Hale, located south of Minturn, 
was once the training base for the U.S. Army’s 
10th Mountain Division. Beginning in 1942, elite 
soldiers trained here on cross-country skis and 
performed combat exercises in an environment 
similar to Italy’s Apennine Alps. The preparation 
here enabled the regiment to claim the mountain 
range from German forces in 1945. Many of 
these soldiers returned to Colorado after World 
War II and became pioneers in the fledgling ski 
industry. One of them, Peter Siebert, co-founded 
Vail. Today, visitors to the Camp Hale area can 
cross-country ski, hike and camp on the 10th 
Mountain Division trails.

10Trail of the ancients

•  Head to Minturn any Saturday in 
summer for fresh produce and local 
artisans’ goods at the largest farmers 
market in Colorado’s mountains.

•  Take a walk through two of Colorado’s 
best-preserved ghost towns — Inde-
pendence and Ashcroft.

•  Cross Twin Lakes Reservoir by  
canoe and check out the abandoned 
Interlocken Resort, which was a  
vacation destination for the wealthy  
in the 1880s.

Just off Colorado 82, about 10 miles 
east of Aspen, you’ll find the Braille 
Trail. Created in 1968 as the first trail 
in America for the sight-impaired, the 
wide path goes a quarter mile into the 
forest and offers information on the 
natural science of the area with Braille 
and printed interpretative signage.

Independence Pass is closed in winter. 
Vehicles exceeding 35 feet are prohibit-
ed on the highway that crosses the pass 
(from Aspen to Twin Lakes).

SomeTHinG elSe To SavoR STReTCH YouR leGS Take noTe

Distance: 115 miles • Allow 4–5 hours 
Total elevation gain: 7,775-12,095 feet
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This is the first route in the country to get a national scenic byway designation because of its archaeological sig-
nificance. Wedged with skill into the crevasses of sheer walls are cliff dwellings, while centuries-old petroglyphs 
and pictographs are engraved and painted onto sun-baked sandstone, the work of the Ancestral Puebloans. 

Southwest Colorado
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Mesa Verde, the first national park  
established to preserve the achievements 
of humankind, makes for a great starting 
point to the Trail of the Ancients. More 
than 5,000 archaeological sites have been 
identified within the park’s 52,073 acres, 
600 of which are cliff dwellings — masonry 
structures built within the alcoves of steep 
canyon walls. Ranger- and self-guided tours 
provide access to sites last inhabited in the 
13th century. Perhaps the best-known 
dwelling in the park is Cliff Palace, a 150-
room site with an estimated community  
of slightly more than 100 residents.

The dwellings at Mesa Verde were inhabited 
for roughly 750 years, but in the late 1200s, 
the entire population migrated from the 
region. A number of theories have arisen 
as to why this migration took place, many 
revolving around the effects of an extended 
drought on the region, conflict, or a spiritual 
migration. The site lay untouched until 
1888, when Richard Wetherill, a local cattle 
rancher tracked a few head of his wayward 
cattle into the valley under the guidance of  
a Ute Indian. One can only imagine what  
he felt upon seeing the dwellings for the  
first time.

One of the lesser-known gems of the byway 
is the Ute Mountain Tribal Park. These lands 
occupy the majority of Mesa Verde and are 
governed by the Ute Mountain Ute Indians. 
Access to the park is solely available with the 
escort of a Ute guide. Guides lead visitors on 
half- and full-day tours around select sec-

tions of their 125,000-acre reservation —  
an area with an estimated 200,000 Ute and 
Ancestral Puebloan sites. Ancient pottery is 
so prevalent throughout the area, you can see 
shards along nearly every trail.

Along the northern reaches of the byway, 
the land cracks and yawns to form rolling 
valleys split by canyons. Scrub brush and 
juniper grow over the arid, high-desert 
landscape, a sight that continues right up to 
the Canyons of the Ancients and Hoven-
weep National Monuments. These preserves 
are primitive, other-worldly and have been 
wholly unchanged for hundreds of years. 
In fact, together they occupy one of the 
densest concentrations of archaeological 
sites in North America. The nearby Anasazi 
Heritage Center in Dolores, is the official 
visitor center to the Canyons of the Ancients 
National Monument. The center displays 
artifacts of ancient inhabitants and lets 
visitors scrutinize a number of them under 
microscopes. The intricate and sturdy weav-
ing of yucca sandals and the cross sections 
of 400 A.D. pottery, among other artifacts, 
can all be studied with the same critical 
eye as that of a professional archaeologist. 
The center is completely accessible, with 
wheelchair lifts taking visitors into a sunken 
enclave where a life-size, reconstructed pit 
house is displayed. The heritage center is 
more than just an informational stop before 
entering the Canyons of the Ancients, it’s 
also an indispensable resource for researchers 
and scholars, and offers a cache of informa-
tion on American Indian history in the Four 
Corners region.
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•  Hovenweep National Monument 
protects six Puebloan-era villages, 
spread out along the border of 
Colorado and Utah.

•  Th e Colorado Welcome Center at 
Cortez provides free information on 
area attractions.

•  Th e Cortez Cultural Center off ers free 
and authentic American Indian dance 
performances, cultural programs and 
outdoor drama during the summer.

At Mile Marker 4 along CO Hwy. 184, 
just past the Anasazi Heritage Center, 
lies the entrance to McPhee Reservoir. 
Locals herald it as the best place in 
Colorado to cast a line, in large part 
because it is one of the few bodies of 
water in Colorado where both warm- 
and cold-water fi sh can be caught.

While much of Mesa Verde National 
Park remains open in winter, select cliff  
dwellings are closed. Visiting some sites 
requires climbing ladders.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE

Distance: 480 miles • Allow 9 hours
Note: Mileage and time includes the portion 
that runs through Utah. 
Total elevation gain: 4,750–8,571 feet
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11Alpine Loop
Requiring four-wheel drive for much its length, the Alpine Loop is unlike any other byway in Colorado.  
Passing over roads established in the late 1800s, the route takes in thick wildflower meadows, and abandoned 
mines and ghost towns at extremely high elevations. 

The Alpine Loop has three entry points to choose from 
— Silverton, Ouray and Lake City — each a historic town 
of great significance. Silverton and Ouray are both located 
on the San Juan Skyway and can be read about in more 
detail on page 4. Meanwhile, Lake City is situated midway 
along the Silver Thread Byway. For more details on this 
charming town, see page 56.

Beginning in Silverton, the byway leads travelers over 
bumpy terrain and passes the Mayflower Mill. The fully 
intact mill — which was designated a National Historic 
Landmark in 2000 — is a rarity in the American West:  
few mills from its day remain. It bucked the trend of the 
post-Depression era mining industry by continuing to 
extract and process base materials such as lead, zinc and 
copper (with the occasional gold and silver nugget) until 
1991. Just beyond the mill is the Old Hundred Mine, 
which opened in 1872 and operated for 101 years, despite 
ultimately being a less-than-profitable venture because of 
its numerous changes in ownership and the volatility of the 
silver market. Today it is open for tours that show mining 
techniques. From the mine’s portal, visitors can crane their 
necks and see the Old Hundred Boarding House. At an 
elevation of 12,000 feet on the crumbling face of Galena 
Mountain, the structure seems doomed to collapse. But its 
demise was staved off in 1999 when a team of carpenters 
fixed the roof and contractors cabled it to the mountain. 
In order to get the necessary materials to the site for the 
operation, a helicopter airlift was required. Their efforts 

have helped ensure that the amazing boardinghouse will be 
around for future generations to enjoy seeing. 

Beyond the mine, the road ascends to Animas Forks, a 
mining town that showed great potential in the 1880s, 
but was abandoned by the 1920s because of declining 
investment in silver mining. At 11,200 feet, it was one of 
Colorado’s highest settlements, which inherently meant 
problems in winter. Situated in a narrow valley, avalanches 
were a constant threat. In 1884, a 23-day blizzard buried 
the town in 25 feet of snow. Visitors can stroll among the 
abandoned wood buildings and envision life in the rough 
and tumble town.

Above Animas Forks, the route splits. A left descends 
down Mineral Creek to U.S. 550 and Ouray. A right or 
second right leads to one of two passes with extremely high 
elevations — Cinnamon Pass (12,640 feet) and Engineer 
Pass (12,800 feet). Both eventually lead to Lake City. 

Below Engineer Pass is Capitol City, another ghost town 
defined by unrealized potential. This in part has to do with 
the lofty ambitions of its founder, George T. Lee, who was 
convinced the town could some day become Colorado’s 
capital. With a population that never exceeded 800, the 
mining town never even managed a county seat position.  
By 1900, the town had been abandoned. 

Southwest Colorado
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Th e Alpine Loop has three entry points to choose from 
— Silverton, Ouray and Lake City — each a historic town 
of great signifi cance. Silverton and Ouray are both located 
on the San Juan Skyway and can be read about in more 
detail on page 4. Meanwhile, Lake City is situated midway 
along the Silver Th read Byway. For more details on this 
charming town, see page 56.

Beginning in Silverton, the byway leads travelers over 
bumpy terrain and passes the Mayfl ower Mill. Th e fully 
intact mill — which was designated a National Historic 
Landmark in 2000 — is a rarity in the American West: 
few mills from its day remain. It bucked the trend of the 
post-Depression era mining industry by continuing to 
extract and process base materials such as lead, zinc and 
copper (with the occasional gold and silver nugget) until 
1991. Just beyond the mill is the Old Hundred Mine, 
which opened in 1872 and operated for 101 years, despite 
ultimately being a less-than-profi table venture because of 
its numerous changes in ownership and the volatility of the 
silver market. Today it is open for tours that show mining 
techniques. From the mine’s portal, visitors can crane their 
necks and see the Old Hundred Boarding House. At an 
elevation of 12,000 feet on the crumbling face of Galena 
Mountain, the structure seems doomed to collapse. But its 
demise was staved off  in 1999 when a team of carpenters 
fi xed the roof and contractors cabled it to the mountain. 
In order to get the necessary materials to the site for the 
operation, a helicopter airlift was required. Th eir eff orts 

have helped ensure that the amazing boardinghouse will be 
around for future generations to enjoy seeing. 

Beyond the mine, the road ascends to Animas Forks, a 
mining town that showed great potential in the 1880s, 
but was abandoned by the 1920s because of declining 
investment in silver mining. At 11,200 feet, it was one of 
Colorado’s highest settlements, which inherently meant 
problems in winter. Situated in a narrow valley, avalanches 
were a constant threat. In 1884, a 23-day blizzard buried 
the town in 25 feet of snow. Visitors can stroll among the 
abandoned wood buildings and envision life in the rough 
and tumble town.

Above Animas Forks, the route splits. A left descends 
down Mineral Creek to U.S. 550 and Ouray. A right or 
second right leads to one of two passes with extremely high 
elevations — Cinnamon Pass (12,640 feet) and Engineer 
Pass (12,800 feet). Both eventually lead to Lake City. 

Below Engineer Pass is Capitol City, another ghost town 
defi ned by unrealized potential. Th is in part has to do with 
the lofty ambitions of its founder, George T. Lee, who was 
convinced the town could some day become Colorado’s 
capital. With a population that never exceeded 800, the 
mining town never even managed a county seat position. 
By 1900, the town had been abandoned. 

•  No other byway off ers such an 
intimate encounter with the summits 
of 14,000-foot peaks. From atop 
Cinnamon Pass, you can see Handies, 
Redcloud and Sunshine Peaks, while 
from Engineer Pass, Wetterhorn and 
Uncompahgre Peaks can be viewed.

•  On the east side of Cinnamon Pass, 
visitors can stop and inspect the 
Burrows Park Cabins, remnants from 
a ghost town named Whitecross.

American Basin in late July is profuse 
with knee-deep wildfl owers, making 
for a photogenic pit-stop. A blossom of 
particular interest is the blue columbine, 
Colorado’s magnifi cent state fl ower. 

Do not attempt this byway without 
four-wheel drive and without extensive 
off -road experience. Numerous guides 
off er Jeep tours. Th e byway is only open 
from late May through October. 

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE
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Distance: 63 miles • Allow 7 hours
Total elevation gain: 7,706–12,840 feet
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12Cache la Poudre–North Park
The Cache la Poudre-North Park Byway travels along one of America’s federally designated Wild and Scenic 
Rivers, and it is also the best route in Colorado for a moose sighting. 

The byway begins in Fort Collins, which has grown from  
its humble agrarian roots into Colorado’s fifth largest city. 
For the most absorbing tour of this flourishing city’s past, 
begin at the Fort Collins Museum, which includes access  
to three historic cabins and an old schoolhouse. Another 
must for heritage travelers is the nearby Avery House, a 
sandstone manor built in 1879 by a prominent local. With 
its immaculate Queen Ann-style tower, it’s hard to miss.

An interesting detour in Fort Collins is the Cache la 
Poudre National Heritage Area. Stretching for nearly 45 
miles from the mountains to where the river meets the 
South Platte River near Greeley, the corridor links a variety 
of historic, cultural and natural sites and is best toured via a 
paved bicycle path.

From Fort Collins, the byway heads northwest toward 
the mouth of the Cache la Poudre Valley. Undammed for 
much of its course, the Cache la Poudre River is revered by 
kayakers, rafters and fisherman for its wild attributes. At 
points, the Poudre seems to be a torrent that has outgrown 
its banks. In May and June, thick, muscular rapids swell 
through granite slots, overwhelming the shore. The rock 
formations within the canyon are spectacular, and numerous 
pullouts afford great picture taking. 

The byway eventually forges high into the mountains and 
crosses Cameron Pass, a 10,276-foot-high cleft between  

the Never Summer and Medicine Bow mountain ranges.  
On either side of the highway lies Colorado State Forest 
State Park. At 71,000 acres, it is by far the largest park in 
the state-run system, and its deep coniferous woods and 
riparian, willow-covered streams are ideal habitat for moose. 
The park also has a collection of yurts and cabins for over-
night, backcountry adventure.

The highway ultimately enters a broad, intermontane 
basin known as North Park. As it approaches the town of 
Walden, a sunken valley within the basin appears to the 
south. Preserved as the Arapaho National Wildlife Refuge, 
this basin within a basin is chock full of marsh birds, 
badgers, jackrabbits and beavers. The area was once criti-
cal for the Ute and Arapaho who hunted bison here and 
called North Park “the bull pen” because the animals were 
surrounded by high mountains, making it an ideal place to 
corner the herds.

Quiet and quaint, Walden may well feel like one of 
Colorado’s most isolated towns. Situated in the middle 
of North Park, this community of almost 800 is the only 
incorporated town in Jackson County. Stop by the North 
Park Pioneer Museum — a restored ranch house from 
1882 — and tour its 27 exhibit rooms. Through photos and 
artifacts, the museum chronicles the characters of the town’s 
past as well as, among other things, the significance of 
ranching in North Park.
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Th e byway begins in Fort Collins, which has grown from 
its humble agrarian roots into Colorado’s fi fth largest city. 
For the most absorbing tour of this fl ourishing city’s past, 
begin at the Fort Collins Museum, which includes access 
to three historic cabins and an old schoolhouse. Another 
must for heritage travelers is the nearby Avery House, a 
sandstone manor built in 1879 by a prominent local. With 
its immaculate Queen Ann-style tower, it’s hard to miss.

An interesting detour in Fort Collins is the Cache la 
Poudre National Heritage Area. Stretching for nearly 45 
miles from the mountains to where the river meets the 
South Platte River near Greeley, the corridor links a variety 
of historic, cultural and natural sites and is best toured via a 
paved bicycle path.

From Fort Collins, the byway heads northwest toward 
the mouth of the Cache la Poudre Valley. Undammed for 
much of its course, the Cache la Poudre River is revered by 
kayakers, rafters and fi sherman for its wild attributes. At 
points, the Poudre seems to be a torrent that has outgrown 
its banks. In May and June, thick, muscular rapids swell 
through granite slots, overwhelming the shore. Th e rock 
formations within the canyon are spectacular, and numerous 
pullouts aff ord great picture taking. 

Th e byway eventually forges high into the mountains and 
crosses Cameron Pass, a 10,276-foot-high cleft between 

the Never Summer and Medicine Bow mountain ranges.  
On either side of the highway lies Colorado State Forest 
State Park. At 71,000 acres, it is by far the largest park in 
the state-run system, and its deep coniferous woods and 
riparian, willow-covered streams are ideal habitat for moose. 
Th e park also has a collection of yurts and cabins for over-
night, backcountry adventure.

Th e highway ultimately enters a broad, intermontane 
basin known as North Park. As it approaches the town of 
Walden, a sunken valley within the basin appears to the 
south. Preserved as the Arapaho National Wildlife Refuge, 
this basin within a basin is chock full of marsh birds, 
badgers, jackrabbits and beavers. Th e area was once criti-
cal for the Ute and Arapaho who hunted bison here and 
called North Park “the bull pen” because the animals were 
surrounded by high mountains, making it an ideal place to 
corner the herds.

Quiet and quaint, Walden may well feel like one of 
Colorado’s most isolated towns. Situated in the middle 
of North Park, this community of almost 800 is the only 
incorporated town in Jackson County. Stop by the North 
Park Pioneer Museum — a restored ranch house from 
1882 — and tour its 27 exhibit rooms. Th rough photos and 
artifacts, the museum chronicles the characters of the town’s 
past as well as, among other things, the signifi cance of 
ranching in North Park.

•  Backpackers rejoice: this byway off ers 
trailhead access to four wilderness ar-
eas: Cache la Poudre, Comanche Peak, 
Neota and Rawah.

•  Pull over in Gould, a former mining 
camp, and check out the Penfold Store, 
built as a general store in 1928.

•  At the town of Rustic you can detour 
north to the Red Feather Lakes area, 
where campgrounds and the Shamb-
hala Mountain Center — a Buddhist 
meditation retreat — provide a unique 
getaway.  

Lory State Park, located just west of 
Fort Collins, off ers great horseback 
riding trails as well as the Corral Center 
Mountain Bike Park for those who want 
to hone their fat-tire skills.

Due to limited service between Ted’s 
Place and Walden, make sure you have 
a full tank of gas when you begin. If you 
want to take it slow on this highway, 
use the numerous pullouts to yield to 
faster traffi  c.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE
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13Collegiate Peaks
To the west of the highway stands the apex of North America — the densest concentration of 14,000-foot 
peaks from Alaska to Panama. To the east, four historic travel routes (the Arkansas River, the Denver and Rio 
Grande Western Railroad, the highway itself and an old stage coach road) parallel the journey.

The Collegiate Peaks Byway picks up where the Top of 
the Rockies Byway (page 28) leaves off, along the Upper 
Arkansas River Valley near Twin Lakes. This valley’s con-
vergence of natural elements — soaring peaks, geothermal 
hot springs, granite-carved canyons and the surging Arkan-
sas River — make it unique and convenient for outdoorsy 
types who flock here year-round from Denver, Colorado 
Springs and points beyond. In fact, this long stretch of the 
Arkansas River is the most rafted in the nation. 

But along its 57-mile course you’ll see the citizens of 
this valley doing what they’ve been doing for generations 
— high-altitude ranching and farming. A fascinating stop 
is Turner Farm in Buena Vista, where grants and private 
donations have restored a two-story farmhouse, two cabins 
and a barn, making the still-functioning apple farm an 
authentic heritage destination. Guided tours delve into the 
Turner family and local history, and in September, the farm 
is the site of an apple harvest festival.

As the byway travels south through the broadening valley, 
drivers take in a succession of majestic views of the Col-
legiate Peaks, so named because all of the summits bear 

the moniker of a prestigious college — Oxford, Harvard, 
Columbia, Yale and Princeton. Further along, two more 
14,000-foot peaks can be seen in Mount Antero and 
Mount Shavano. This entire chain of mountains is popular 
among mountain climbers.

As the Arkansas River reappears, the byway forks: U.S.  
285 heads to Poncha Springs, and Colorado 291 delivers 
drivers to one of the largest historic district in Colorado  
at Salida. This eclectic community is filled with galleries, ca-
fes and outdoor gear shops and has a lovely downtown that 
is perfect for strolling. The Salida Steam Plant, located 
right off the Arkansas River in the middle of town, perfectly 
captures the ethos of this town. A preserved historic struc-
ture that the town refused to tear down, it is now converted 
into a performing arts venue for the music-loving populace 
of today. Built in 1892, the 1,000-kilowatt steam plant 
provided electricity to the burgeoning community and con-
tinued to do so until 1958. An adjacent yard, which once 
housed transformers, is now a delightful sculpture garden. 
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Th e Collegiate Peaks Byway picks up where the Top of 
the Rockies Byway (page 28) leaves off , along the Upper 
Arkansas River Valley near Twin Lakes. Th is valley’s con-
vergence of natural elements — soaring peaks, geothermal 
hot springs, granite-carved canyons and the surging Arkan-
sas River — make it unique and convenient for outdoorsy 
types who fl ock here year-round from Denver, Colorado 
Springs and points beyond. In fact, this long stretch of the 
Arkansas River is the most rafted in the nation. 

But along its 57-mile course you’ll see the citizens of 
this valley doing what they’ve been doing for generations 
— high-altitude ranching and farming. A fascinating stop 
is Turner Farm in Buena Vista, where grants and private 
donations have restored a two-story farmhouse, two cabins 
and a barn, making the still-functioning apple farm an 
authentic heritage destination. Guided tours delve into the 
Turner family and local history, and in September, the farm 
is the site of an apple harvest festival.

As the byway travels south through the broadening valley, 
drivers take in a succession of majestic views of the Col-
legiate Peaks, so named because all of the summits bear 

the moniker of a prestigious college — Oxford, Harvard, 
Columbia, Yale and Princeton. Further along, two more 
14,000-foot peaks can be seen in Mount Antero and 
Mount Shavano. Th is entire chain of mountains is popular 
among mountain climbers.

As the Arkansas River reappears, the byway forks: U.S. 
285 heads to Poncha Springs, and Colorado 291 delivers 
drivers to one of the largest historic district in Colorado 
at Salida. Th is eclectic community is fi lled with galleries, ca-
fes and outdoor gear shops and has a lovely downtown that 
is perfect for strolling. Th e Salida Steam Plant, located 
right off  the Arkansas River in the middle of town, perfectly 
captures the ethos of this town. A preserved historic struc-
ture that the town refused to tear down, it is now converted 
into a performing arts venue for the music-loving populace 
of today. Built in 1892, the 1,000-kilowatt steam plant 
provided electricity to the burgeoning community and con-
tinued to do so until 1958. An adjacent yard, which once 
housed transformers, is now a delightful sculpture garden. 

•  Dip into the rejuvenating waters of 
Mount Princeton, Cottonwood or 
Salida Hot Springs.

•  Take in-depth look at Chaff ee County 
history at the comprehensive Buena 
Vista Heritage Museum, located in the 

1882 county courthouse.
•  Detour west of Nathrop to the ghost 

town St. Elmo, where log structures 
have been preserved but not restored, 
giving the community an aged and 
weathered appearance.

Head down to the Arkansas River at 
Nathrop. Th e boat ramp gives rafters 
and kayakers a “put-in” for the famous 
stretch through Browns Canyon, but it 
is also a great place to drag a fi shing line 
or dip your toes. 

As with all of Colorado’s rivers, if you 
do plan to raft or kayak any portion of 
the Arkansas River, call a local outfi tter 
about fl ow conditions to better prepare.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE
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The town of Meeker is state-renowned for its Sheep Dog 
Championship Trials — a week-long event showcasing the 
talents of intelligent herding dogs and their patient trainers. 
Meeker was originally founded as a frontier town whose 
existence was nearly extinguished after the Meeker Mas-
sacre — a clash between Ute Indians and Anglo settlers  
in September of 1879. While its history evidences a less- 
than-peaceful beginning, the Meeker of today is a quiet 
farming and ranching community, with clapboard, sand-
stone and brick structures lining its wide and well-main-
tained streets. Its citizenry is exceedingly welcoming, and 
during the hunting season, its population of roughly 2,000 
people nearly doubles. Keep on the look out for the rare 
albino mule deer that has been known to make forays near 
town — this animal is off limits to hunters, but certainly 
not photographers.

The White River Museum, also found in Meeker, is  
located within the original officer’s quarters for the White 
River cantonment, built in 1882. Its five display rooms 
showcase artifacts on everything from the town’s Ute 
Indian and military history to that of Teddy Roosevelt’s 
hunting forays into the surrounding White River National 
Forest. Other historic sites include the 1889-constructed 
Episcopal Church and the Meeker Hotel, found across 
from town hall.

Today, self-sufficient ranchers are still in abundance along 
this working byway. Cattle ranches are nearly as abundant 
as the timber interests and it’s not uncommon to see a cow-
boy on horseback riding over the hard-packed dirt roads of 
the Flat Tops Trail. In fact, cattle drives through downtown 
Meeker aren’t unheard of, as ranchers take their cash cows 
to pasture.

Just south of the halfway point along the byway is Trappers 
Lake. It’s considered by many to be the centerpiece of  
the White River National Forest and the Flat Tops Wilder-
ness Area. It may also have been the catalyst to the area’s 
designation as a National Wilderness Area, thanks in large 
part to the glowing reports of the area provided by land-
scape architect Arthur Carhart in the early 1900s. Carhart 
was originally sent by the United State Forest Service to 
scout a location for roads and cabins near the lake to be 
built to accommodate visitors. Because of the area’s intrin-
sic beauty, he urged his superiors to leave Trappers Lake 
undeveloped. This idea of maintaining the raw nature of 
an area was later the basis for the Wilderness Act of 1964. 
Today, the lake is a popular site for nature lovers to enjoy 
their down time, fishing and picnicking along its relatively 
undeveloped banks. 

14Flat Tops Trail
The landscape that surrounds this byway inspired the creation of the nation’s first wilderness areas. This designa-
tion can largely be contributed to a surveyor named Arthur Carhart. President Teddy Roosevelt — who was 
often found hunting in these backwoods — built an affinity for the area and its small towns.
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Th e town of Meeker is state-renowned for its Sheep Dog 
Championship Trials — a week-long event showcasing the 
talents of intelligent herding dogs and their patient trainers. 
Meeker was originally founded as a frontier town whose 
existence was nearly extinguished after the Meeker Mas-
sacre — a clash between Ute Indians and Anglo settlers 
in September of 1879. While its history evidences a less-
than-peaceful beginning, the Meeker of today is a quiet 
farming and ranching community, with clapboard, sand-
stone and brick structures lining its wide and well-main-
tained streets. Its citizenry is exceedingly welcoming, and 
during the hunting season, its population of roughly 2,000 
people nearly doubles. Keep on the look out for the rare 
albino mule deer that has been known to make forays near 
town — this animal is off  limits to hunters, but certainly 
not photographers.

Th e White River Museum, also found in Meeker, is 
located within the original offi  cer’s quarters for the White 
River cantonment, built in 1882. Its fi ve display rooms 
showcase artifacts on everything from the town’s Ute 
Indian and military history to that of Teddy Roosevelt’s 
hunting forays into the surrounding White River National 
Forest. Other historic sites include the 1889-constructed 
Episcopal Church and the Meeker Hotel, found across 
from town hall.

Today, self-suffi  cient ranchers are still in abundance along 
this working byway. Cattle ranches are nearly as abundant 
as the timber interests and it’s not uncommon to see a cow-
boy on horseback riding over the hard-packed dirt roads of 
the Flat Tops Trail. In fact, cattle drives through downtown 
Meeker aren’t unheard of, as ranchers take their cash cows 
to pasture.

Just south of the halfway point along the byway is Trappers 
Lake. It’s considered by many to be the centerpiece of 
the White River National Forest and the Flat Tops Wilder-
ness Area. It may also have been the catalyst to the area’s 
designation as a National Wilderness Area, thanks in large 
part to the glowing reports of the area provided by land-
scape architect Arthur Carhart in the early 1900s. Carhart 
was originally sent by the United State Forest Service to 
scout a location for roads and cabins near the lake to be 
built to accommodate visitors. Because of the area’s intrin-
sic beauty, he urged his superiors to leave Trappers Lake 
undeveloped. Th is idea of maintaining the raw nature of 
an area was later the basis for the Wilderness Act of 1964. 
Today, the lake is a popular site for nature lovers to enjoy 
their down time, fi shing and picnicking along its relatively 
undeveloped banks. 

•  For a view of Trappers Lake from 
every angle, hike the 4.5-mile Carhart 
Trail, a loop hike that circles the lake.

•  Hunt for elk and deer in the Flat Tops 
Wilderness Area, as President Roos-
evelt did a century ago.

•  See the aspens turn gold in the fall 
near Ripple Creek Pass.

•  Stop by or stay at the historic Meeker 
Hotel, which was built in 1896 and 
accommodated President Teddy 
Roosevelt. 

Understand more about wetlands wild-
life and plants by hiking the 1/3-mile 
Wetlands Trail in Stagecoach State 
Park, found near Yampa. Make use of 
the viewing blinds along the trail see a 
variety of waterfowl.

A portion of the byway beyond 
Buford is closed to automobiles during 
the winter months, but is accessible to 
snowmobiles and skiers.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE
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15Guanella Pass
This former burro trail provides easy access to raw, high-altitude wilderness, including a trailhead for 14,060-
foot Mount Bierstadt. But before the byway begins its climb, it tours through the historic town of Georgetown, a 
carefully preserved town founded on the wealth of silver mining. 

The traditional gateway to Guanella Pass is historic 
Georgetown, but before a single mile of the byway has 
been driven, many visitors take a break and see some of the 
historic sites that the town offers. With an intimate 30-
square-block downtown decorated in Victorian grandeur, 
Georgetown still preserves the mood of its silver mining 
heydays. On the verge of becoming one of only 29 National 
Trust for Historic Preservation Sites, the Hotel de Paris 
Museum paints a vivid portrait of the luxury that the 
silver boom of the 1880s afforded. Within its comfortable 
corridors, visitors can visualize the ladies and gentlemen 
who stayed in its lavish guest rooms and sipped fine wine 
from its cellar. A French immigrant and miner named 
Louis Dupuy founded the hotel. Dupuy became a hero 
in Georgetown when he saved another miner’s life, but 
sustained severe injuries in the process. Touched by his 
bravery, the town raised money for Dupuy to purchase a 
bakery, which he later converted into the Hotel de Paris.

Georgetown’s historic riches really shine on the Colorado 
Historical Society’s Georgetown Loop Railroad, a narrow 
gauge route that connects Georgetown with its sister town 
of Silver Plume. Together, these two towns comprise the 
Georgetown-Silver Plume National Historic Landmark 
District. The steam locomotive transports people on a 
nostalgic ride, including a thrilling pass over the 95-
foot-tall Devil’s Gate High Bridge. Transporting ore and 

workers from the mines above Georgetown, the railroad 
was considered one of the most complex engineering feats 
in the world at that time. Visitors can also hop off the train 
and tour the Lebanon Silver Mine, a 500-foot long shaft 
that burrows into Republican Mountain. 

There is a lot of history to absorb even before this short,  
22-mile byway begins. Back in Georgetown, the byway  
heads to the south and alternates between a paved and 
unpaved surface while climbing up into the subalpine and 
alpine environment of the Front Range. Bighorn sheep, 
golden eagles and the occasional mountain goat can all be 
seen on the jaunt up to the pass. At the top, views stretch 
over a craggy and eroded peak simply known as The 
Sawtooth, as well as Mount Bierstadt, a 14,060-foot peak 
which is one of the state’s most accessible 14ers for hikers.

The byway passes through groves of aspen and comes to an 
end in the tiny town of Grant, located on one of the many 
forks of the South Platte River. Drivers can stop for a snack 
at the general store, travel east on U.S. 285 into Denver, or 
see the byway all over again by making the short trip back 
over the pass to Georgetown.

Front Range Colorado
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Th e traditional gateway to Guanella Pass is historic 
Georgetown, but before a single mile of the byway has 
been driven, many visitors take a break and see some of the 
historic sites that the town off ers. With an intimate 30-
square-block downtown decorated in Victorian grandeur, 
Georgetown still preserves the mood of its silver mining 
heydays. On the verge of becoming one of only 29 National 
Trust for Historic Preservation Sites, the Hotel de Paris 
Museum paints a vivid portrait of the luxury that the 
silver boom of the 1880s aff orded. Within its comfortable 
corridors, visitors can visualize the ladies and gentlemen 
who stayed in its lavish guest rooms and sipped fi ne wine 
from its cellar. A French immigrant and miner named 
Louis Dupuy founded the hotel. Dupuy became a hero 
in Georgetown when he saved another miner’s life, but 
sustained severe injuries in the process. Touched by his 
bravery, the town raised money for Dupuy to purchase a 
bakery, which he later converted into the Hotel de Paris.

Georgetown’s historic riches really shine on the Colorado 
Historical Society’s Georgetown Loop Railroad, a narrow 
gauge route that connects Georgetown with its sister town 
of Silver Plume. Together, these two towns comprise the 
Georgetown-Silver Plume National Historic Landmark 
District. Th e steam locomotive transports people on a 
nostalgic ride, including a thrilling pass over the 95-
foot-tall Devil’s Gate High Bridge. Transporting ore and 

workers from the mines above Georgetown, the railroad 
was considered one of the most complex engineering feats 
in the world at that time. Visitors can also hop off  the train 
and tour the Lebanon Silver Mine, a 500-foot long shaft 
that burrows into Republican Mountain. 

Th ere is a lot of history to absorb even before this short, 
22-mile byway begins. Back in Georgetown, the byway 
heads to the south and alternates between a paved and 
unpaved surface while climbing up into the subalpine and 
alpine environment of the Front Range. Bighorn sheep, 
golden eagles and the occasional mountain goat can all be 
seen on the jaunt up to the pass. At the top, views stretch 
over a craggy and eroded peak simply known as Th e 
Sawtooth, as well as Mount Bierstadt, a 14,060-foot peak 
which is one of the state’s most accessible 14ers for hikers.

Th e byway passes through groves of aspen and comes to an 
end in the tiny town of Grant, located on one of the many 
forks of the South Platte River. Drivers can stop for a snack 
at the general store, travel east on U.S. 285 into Denver, or 
see the byway all over again by making the short trip back 
over the pass to Georgetown.

•  Learn even more about Georgetown’s 
colorful past at the Hamill House or 
the Georgetown Energy Museum.

•  Two fi shing holes that have been fa-
vorites for locals since the mining days 
— Green Lake and Duck Lake.

•  Touring the snow-covered Front 
Range in winter on cross-country skis 
or snowshoes, looking for the white 
camoufl aged ptarmigan, a grouse-like 
bird that lives at high altitudes.

While the climb up Mount Bierstadt 
is one of Colorado’s most popular, skip 
the crowds and park at the Silver Dollar 
Lake trailhead. Just 1.5 miles up the 
well-maintained, fl ower-laden path, you 
can dip your toes in the ice-cold waters 
of an alpine lake.

Guanella Pass can sometimes be 
closed in winter (Nov.–April) due 
to conditions. 

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE
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The Highway of Legends — along with the Peak to Peak, 
the Gold Belt Tour, the Alpine Loop and the San Juan 
Skyway — is one of Colorado’s original five scenic and 
historic byways. Its name, while exotic, couldn’t be any 
more appropriate. The area has long produced folktales of 
conquistadors (and even Aztec Indians) seeking gold at the 
foot of the prominent mountains. The Comanche, Pueblo 
and even Tarahumara Indians (who now reside in Mexico’s 
Copper Canyon) at different times called this area beneath 
the Spanish Peaks home. The Pueblo referred to the peaks 
as “Wahatoya,” meaning “breasts of the world.”

At the south end of the forked byway is Trinidad, a town 
that blossomed along the historic mountain branch of 
the Santa Fe Trail. This avenue of commerce — which is 
followed onto the plains by the Santa Fe Trail Scenic and 
Historic Byway (see page 25) — is commemorated at the 
Colorado Historical Society’s Santa Fe Trail Museum in 
the heart of Trinidad. Next door to the museum you’ll 
find the Baca House and Bloom Mansion, historic homes 
that embody two architectural styles of the time — Greek 
revival and French Second Empire. The public can tour 
the houses and learn about two men who greatly shaped 
Trinidad: Philipe Baca (a prominent Hispanic landowner 
and farmer) and Frank Bloom (a wealthy cattle baron). 

In addition to trading on the Santa Fe Trail and the lucra-
tive cattle business, Trinidad also flourished with coal min-

ing in the early 1900s. As the byway leads drivers west of 
town, evidence of this past can be seen. At Cokedale, which 
is a National Register Historic District, a series of coke 
ovens appear on the side of the road. Resembling a row of 
Roman-constructed arcades, the 350 ovens were used to 
process coal. They are on private land today, but make for an 
interesting roadside photograph.

After taking in views of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains 
atop Cucharas Pass, the byway begins to afford glances 
of a true geologic wonder. Emanating from the Span-
ish Peaks like spokes from a wheel are a series of volcanic 
walls known as the Great Dikes. Numbering more than 
400 in the area, these yellow-colored walls were formed 25 
million years ago and are the remains of igneous intrusions 
— lava that filled cracks and hardened before being exposed 
by erosion. In places, the byway goes right beneath these 
imposing walls. One of the most famous is the “Devils 
Staircase,” a two-tiered wall that looms over a curve in  
the highway.

The Highway of Legends then arrives at La Veta, where 
Colonel John M. Francisco established a fort in 1863. Visi-
tors today can tour the Fort Francisco Museum, and see 
artifacts ranging from the 1700s to 1945 that chronicle the 
history of the fort and the community. 

16Highway of Legends
Traveling a wide arc around the two summits of the Spanish Peaks, the Highway of Legends takes the path less 
traveled between Trinidad and Walsenburg. Along the way, it passes through a land that has spawned countless 
tales — some tall, some entirely true. 
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Th e Highway of Legends — along with the Peak to Peak, 
the Gold Belt Tour, the Alpine Loop and the San Juan 
Skyway — is one of Colorado’s original fi ve scenic and 
historic byways. Its name, while exotic, couldn’t be any 
more appropriate. Th e area has long produced folktales of 
conquistadors (and even Aztec Indians) seeking gold at the 
foot of the prominent mountains. Th e Comanche, Pueblo 
and even Tarahumara Indians (who now reside in Mexico’s 
Copper Canyon) at diff erent times called this area beneath 
the Spanish Peaks home. Th e Pueblo referred to the peaks 
as “Wahatoya,” meaning “breasts of the world.”

At the south end of the forked byway is Trinidad, a town 
that blossomed along the historic mountain branch of 
the Santa Fe Trail. Th is avenue of commerce — which is 
followed onto the plains by the Santa Fe Trail Scenic and 
Historic Byway (see page 25) — is commemorated at the 
Colorado Historical Society’s Santa Fe Trail Museum in 
the heart of Trinidad. Next door to the museum you’ll 
fi nd the Baca House and Bloom Mansion, historic homes 
that embody two architectural styles of the time — Greek 
revival and French Second Empire. Th e public can tour 
the houses and learn about two men who greatly shaped 
Trinidad: Philipe Baca (a prominent Hispanic landowner 
and farmer) and Frank Bloom (a wealthy cattle baron). 

In addition to trading on the Santa Fe Trail and the lucra-
tive cattle business, Trinidad also fl ourished with coal min-

ing in the early 1900s. As the byway leads drivers west of 
town, evidence of this past can be seen. At Cokedale, which 
is a National Register Historic District, a series of coke 
ovens appear on the side of the road. Resembling a row of 
Roman-constructed arcades, the 350 ovens were used to 
process coal. Th ey are on private land today, but make for an 
interesting roadside photograph.

After taking in views of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains 
atop Cucharas Pass, the byway begins to aff ord glances 
of a true geologic wonder. Emanating from the Span-
ish Peaks like spokes from a wheel are a series of volcanic 
walls known as the Great Dikes. Numbering more than 
400 in the area, these yellow-colored walls were formed 25 
million years ago and are the remains of igneous intrusions 
— lava that fi lled cracks and hardened before being exposed 
by erosion. In places, the byway goes right beneath these 
imposing walls. One of the most famous is the “Devils 
Staircase,” a two-tiered wall that looms over a curve in 
the highway.

Th e Highway of Legends then arrives at La Veta, where 
Colonel John M. Francisco established a fort in 1863. Visi-
tors today can tour the Fort Francisco Museum, and see 
artifacts ranging from the 1700s to 1945 that chronicle the 
history of the fort and the community. 

•  Take a spin down the new spur of the 
byway that crosses Cordova Pass just 
south of West Spanish Peak, and ar-
rives in the modest coal-mining town 
of Aguilar.

•  Bosque del Oso State Wildlife Area 
off ers an outstanding opportunity to 

see elk, a wide variety of songbirds, 
and, if you’re lucky, a black bear 
or bobcat.

•  Pursue trout in either Monument 
or North Lake just south of 
Cucharas Pass. 

Start your journey by casting a fi shing 
line in the waters of Trinidad Lake at 
Trinidad State Recreation Area. After 
driving the length of the byway, watch 
the sunset over the Sangre de Cristo 
Peaks from the shores of Martin Lake 
at Lathrop State Park near Walsenburg. 

Th e road over Cordova Pass is unpaved, 
but four-wheel is not required. However, 
it is not advised for RVs or automobiles 
with trailers.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE
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This scenic circle was one of the first drives developed by The City of Denver to help Coloradans experience nearby 
mountain parks. Today, the Lariat Loop marks the change of times, encompassing dinosaur discoveries and rock-
and-roll history.

The Lariat Loop begins in the small city of Golden and takes 
its name from the historic Lariat Trail, a five-mile paved road 
that runs from the city up the front of Lookout Mountain. 
Rising 2,000 feet in 4.6 miles, it guides visitors around 56 
strategically banked curves and hairpins to Buffalo Bill’s 
Grave and Museum. Because of its technical incline and 1913 
construction, the once dirt trail is a celebrated engineering 
feat and a favorite for cyclists who want to put their quads to 
the test.

As the state’s first capital, Golden lost its status to the com-
mercial boomtown of Denver when Colorado gained state-
hood in 1876, but grew as a mining supply hub and industrial 
town with a convenient location at the mouth of Clear Creek 
Canyon. Listed on the National Register of Historic Places, 
Clear Creek History Park allows visitors an intimate peek at 
life in the late 1800s with its one-room schoolhouse, black-
smith shop, log cabin, tours and fairs. 

Several beckoning acres of Denver Mountain Parks and 
Jefferson County Open Space rest near Evergreen. At 7,200 
feet, Evergreen Lake is a popular play area for summertime 
boating and fishing that is as alive with activity today as it was 
a century ago. Early 1900s vacationers and Denver aristocrats 
gravitated to the area while auto touring and camping in their 
new vehicles. Visitors can get a taste of the era’s comfy sum-
mer-home living at the nearby Hiwan Homestead Museum, 
which includes a restored 17-room log mansion.

Coming full circle to Morrison, the byway dips into the 
historic downtown district. Here, visitors can tour the historic 
buildings of Morrison on foot, or investigate the lost world 
of dinosaurs at the Morrison Natural History Museum. The 
museum is a great preview of what’s to come near the end of 
the byway — Dinosaur Ridge.

But first, one of Colorado’s best-known attractions sits above 
town. Water, wind, ice and sun have cut Red Rocks Park & 
Amphitheatre into an acoustically astonishing open-air venue 
boxed by two 300-foot sandstone monoliths. Once grounds 
for sacred Native American ceremonies, Red Rocks has hosted 
musical legends such as The Beatles and U2, and serves up 
a 200-mile panoramic view of Denver and the plains. Red 
Rocks is now also home to a Colorado Welcome Center 
where travelers can pick up free information on the state.

One of the world’s most famous fossil zones, Dinosaur Ridge 
is situated on the 220-foot-thick Dakota Hogback that was 
formed about 66 million years ago. Massive dinosaur bones 
were uncovered here in 1877, including Brontosaurus, Al-
losaurus, and Stegosaurus — the Colorado state fossil. The 
extensive dinosaur tracks that visitors can see today were 
revealed in the 1930s when Denver blasted the ridge during 
the construction of Alameda Parkway.

Front Range Colorado
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Th e Lariat Loop begins in the small city of Golden and takes 
its name from the historic Lariat Trail, a fi ve-mile paved road 
that runs from the city up the front of Lookout Mountain. 
Rising 2,000 feet in 4.6 miles, it guides visitors around 56 
strategically banked curves and hairpins to Buff alo Bill’s 
Grave and Museum. Because of its technical incline and 1913 
construction, the once dirt trail is a celebrated engineering 
feat and a favorite for cyclists who want to put their quads to 
the test.

As the state’s fi rst capital, Golden lost its status to the com-
mercial boomtown of Denver when Colorado gained state-
hood in 1876, but grew as a mining supply hub and industrial 
town with a convenient location at the mouth of Clear Creek 
Canyon. Listed on the National Register of Historic Places, 
Clear Creek History Park allows visitors an intimate peek at 
life in the late 1800s with its one-room schoolhouse, black-
smith shop, log cabin, tours and fairs. 

Several beckoning acres of Denver Mountain Parks and 
Jeff erson County Open Space rest near Evergreen. At 7,200 
feet, Evergreen Lake is a popular play area for summertime 
boating and fi shing that is as alive with activity today as it was 
a century ago. Early 1900s vacationers and Denver aristocrats 
gravitated to the area while auto touring and camping in their 
new vehicles. Visitors can get a taste of the era’s comfy sum-
mer-home living at the nearby Hiwan Homestead Museum, 
which includes a restored 17-room log mansion.

Coming full circle to Morrison, the byway dips into the 
historic downtown district. Here, visitors can tour the historic 
buildings of Morrison on foot, or investigate the lost world 
of dinosaurs at the Morrison Natural History Museum. Th e 
museum is a great preview of what’s to come near the end of 
the byway — Dinosaur Ridge.

But fi rst, one of Colorado’s best-known attractions sits above 
town. Water, wind, ice and sun have cut Red Rocks Park & 
Amphitheatre into an acoustically astonishing open-air venue 
boxed by two 300-foot sandstone monoliths. Once grounds 
for sacred Native American ceremonies, Red Rocks has hosted 
musical legends such as Th e Beatles and U2, and serves up 
a 200-mile panoramic view of Denver and the plains. Red 
Rocks is now also home to a Colorado Welcome Center 
where travelers can pick up free information on the state.

One of the world’s most famous fossil zones, Dinosaur Ridge 
is situated on the 220-foot-thick Dakota Hogback that was 
formed about 66 million years ago. Massive dinosaur bones 
were uncovered here in 1877, including Brontosaurus, Al-
losaurus, and Stegosaurus — the Colorado state fossil. Th e 
extensive dinosaur tracks that visitors can see today were 
revealed in the 1930s when Denver blasted the ridge during 
the construction of Alameda Parkway.

•  Check out the Colorado Railroad 
Museum just east of Golden, which 
showcases historic narrow- and stan-
dard-gauge locomotives and cars on 
15 acres.

•  View bison and enjoy numerous scenic 
overlooks at Denver’s fi rst mountain 
park, Genesee Mountain Park.

•  Housed in two nationally registered 
historic buildings, the Foothills Art 
Center in Golden is a vital part of the 
Denver metro area’s arts community. 
Stop by and tour its galleries.

Head to Lookout Mountain Nature 
Center and Preserve and follow the 
marked trail around the Boettcher Man-
sion, a 1917 Arts & Crafts-style home 
and special events site, for unobstructed 
views of the Continental Divide, pon-
derosa pines and meadows dotted with 
squirrels, deer and songbirds.

Portions of this byway are popular with 
cyclists, so be sure to share the road. In 
addition to Lookout Mountain Road, 
the drive through Bear Creek Canyon 
has numerous tight curves and blind 
corners. Proceed with caution.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS

Front Range Colorado
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Distance: 40 miles • Allow 2 hours
Total elevation gain: 5,675–7,800 feet
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18Los Caminos Antiguos
Colorado’s cradle of Hispanic culture lies in the San Luis Valley, a mystical basin where sandhill cranes feed in 
the marshes, farmers till the soil, and North America’s tallest sand dunes press up against the rugged Sangre de 
Cristo Mountains.

South Central Colorado

Like much of Colorado’s mountainous regions, Ute Indians 
inhabited the San Luis Valley, but it was actually the first 
part of Colorado settled by European descendents. In 1742, 
the first Spanish land grant was made, and continuing into 
the late 1800s, Hispanic farmers moved into the area from 
New Mexico. Shortly after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hi-
dalgo in 1848 — in which the valley became part of United 
States territory — the town of San Luis was established. 

Today, the oldest town in Colorado still thrives on many 
of the communal traditions that have been there since the 
onset. A shared pastureland just southeast of town called 
La Vega is the last remaining, actively used commons in 
the nation. Early villagers also opened a general store in 
1857 that, remarkably, is still doing business on its original 
site and in the hands of the same family. Now called R&R 
Market, this is the oldest continuously operating business 
in Colorado.

San Luis is rich with historic and heritage treasures, but  
so are many of the other small towns in the valley. Take for 
instance Antonito, which is located along the byway on the 
western side of the valley. Antonito is a whistle-stop for the 
Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad. Here, visitors can ride 
the highest and longest narrow gauge rails in the United 
States. An authentic steam engine pulls the cars through 
the lush, aspen-covered South San Juan Mountains all the 
way to Chama, New Mexico. The byway continues to the 

state border, and travelers can gain occasional glances of the 
railroad — that is if they prefer to enjoy the beauty of La 
Manga and Cumbres Passes from their car.

Back in the San Luis Valley, wildlife watchers will want 
their binoculars handy when visiting the Alamosa or Monte 
Vista National Wildlife Refuges. The sanctuaries are a great 
place to see waterfowl, songbirds and mule deer, but the 
highlight of the year comes in March when the skies over 
the refuge fill with thousands of sandhill cranes. Staying 
for only a matter of weeks, these tall, graceful birds with a 
prominent red patch on the brow make for one of Colora-
do’s prime wildlife viewing experiences.

The perfect conclusion to the trip comes at the Great  
Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve. Reaching heights 
of 750 feet above the valley floor, the dunes are one of Col-
orado’s most surprising, and impressive sights. Inside the 
dune field, hikers may be lucky to see up to seven species of 
insect that can be found nowhere else in the world. Geolo-
gists believe that the dunes have been forming for 12,000 to 
possibly 1 million years — a testament to the dunes’ myste-
rious nature. Stop by in early spring, and you’ll be treated to 
the gently flowing Medano Creek at the foot of the dunes. 
This broad stream flows over the sand and helps corral the 
dunes’ progress into the mountains. Visitors can get wet and 
make a sand castle, then let the stream wash it away.
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•  Th e Colorado Historical Society’s Fort 
Garland Museum in Fort Garland 
chronicles the life of an 1858 garrison 
that was built to protect valley settlers 
from attacks by Ute Indians. 

•  Be sure to spend plenty of time in San 
Luis and explore the Plaza de San 

Luis de la Culebra National Historic 
District, which includes the original 
Sangre de Cristo Parish church.

•  Take a stroll down the inviting Main 
Street of Alamosa. Cafes, shops, and 
restaurants make it a pleasant stop.

Climbing into the Great Sand Dunes 
ranks as one of Colorado’s top hikes. 
Create your own path into the golden 
dunes, and then watch your footsteps 
disappear as the wind covers them back 
up with sand. 

Th e San Luis Valley is one of the largest 
intermontane valleys in the world.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE

South Central Colorado

Like much of Colorado’s mountainous regions, Ute Indians 
inhabited the San Luis Valley, but it was actually the fi rst 
part of Colorado settled by European descendents. In 1742, 
the fi rst Spanish land grant was made, and continuing into 
the late 1800s, Hispanic farmers moved into the area from 
New Mexico. Shortly after the Treaty of Guadalupe Hi-
dalgo in 1848 — in which the valley became part of United 
States territory — the town of San Luis was established. 

Today, the oldest town in Colorado still thrives on many 
of the communal traditions that have been there since the 
onset. A shared pastureland just southeast of town called 
La Vega is the last remaining, actively used commons in 
the nation. Early villagers also opened a general store in 
1857 that, remarkably, is still doing business on its original 
site and in the hands of the same family. Now called R&R 
Market, this is the oldest continuously operating business 
in Colorado.

San Luis is rich with historic and heritage treasures, but 
so are many of the other small towns in the valley. Take for 
instance Antonito, which is located along the byway on the 
western side of the valley. Antonito is a whistle-stop for the 
Cumbres & Toltec Scenic Railroad. Here, visitors can ride 
the highest and longest narrow gauge rails in the United 
States. An authentic steam engine pulls the cars through 
the lush, aspen-covered South San Juan Mountains all the 
way to Chama, New Mexico. Th e byway continues to the 

state border, and travelers can gain occasional glances of the 
railroad — that is if they prefer to enjoy the beauty of La 
Manga and Cumbres Passes from their car.

Back in the San Luis Valley, wildlife watchers will want 
their binoculars handy when visiting the Alamosa or Monte 
Vista National Wildlife Refuges. Th e sanctuaries are a great 
place to see waterfowl, songbirds and mule deer, but the 
highlight of the year comes in March when the skies over 
the refuge fi ll with thousands of sandhill cranes. Staying 
for only a matter of weeks, these tall, graceful birds with a 
prominent red patch on the brow make for one of Colora-
do’s prime wildlife viewing experiences.

Th e perfect conclusion to the trip comes at the Great 
Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve. Reaching heights 
of 750 feet above the valley fl oor, the dunes are one of Col-
orado’s most surprising, and impressive sights. Inside the 
dune fi eld, hikers may be lucky to see up to seven species of 
insect that can be found nowhere else in the world. Geolo-
gists believe that the dunes have been forming for 12,000 to 
possibly 1 million years — a testament to the dunes’ myste-
rious nature. Stop by in early spring, and you’ll be treated to 
the gently fl owing Medano Creek at the foot of the dunes. 
Th is broad stream fl ows over the sand and helps corral the 
dunes’ progress into the mountains. Visitors can get wet and 
make a sand castle, then let the stream wash it away.
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19Mount Evans
Colorado’s highest byway happens to also be the highest paved road in North America. At the end of its 49-mile 
course, this serpentine highway reaches the summit of 14,264-foot Mount Evans.

Idaho Springs has a historical character that the pressures 
of time and modernization have not tarnished. Wedged  
in a canyon and founded on one of the first gold discoveries 
in Colorado (in 1859), the town has successfully adapted 
with the times without sacrificing its past. The Charlie 
Taylor Water Wheel spins beneath Bridal Veil Falls (where 
it was moved in 1946), even if it no longer powers the 
nearby gold mill. Downtown maintains its 1800s charm 
with impeccable stone masonry and a slew of historic 
sites, among them the Idaho Springs Public Library, the 
Underhill Museum and the Central Hose House. Stop 
by the Idaho Springs Heritage Museum and, for a small 
fee, you can pick-up a self-guided walking tour of the 
downtown area. Another popular tour is of the Argo Gold 
Mine & Mill, where visitors can see how gold was extracted 
from ore.

It does not take long for the route to the summit to 
transport travelers into vastly different ecosystems than  
the arid, ponderosa-speckled canyon in which Idaho 
Springs is situated. After passing by the riparian habitat 
of Chicago Creek, the byway climbs into the subalpine 
ecosystem, for which the Engelmann spruce and subalpine 
fir trees are the hallmark. Beyond the fee station at Echo 
Lake, the road climbs into a treeless expanse where views 
extend over Denver, the plains and south to Pikes Peak. 
Seventeen switchbacks later, the remarkable highway 

delivers drivers to a spot 100 feet below the summit, where 
mountain goats make themselves at home at 14,000 feet.

The Mount Evans Highway was completed in 1927  
after being commissioned in 1917 by Denver’s mayor, 
Robert Speer. The highway had no other purpose but to 
draw visitors, just as the Pikes Peak Highway brought 
visitors to Colorado Springs. Just below the summit, you 
can see the foundation of where the Crest House once 
stood. This former restaurant and souvenir shop burned 
down in 1979, and today the remains serve as a viewing 
platform. The adjacent Meyer-Womble Observatory 
— while closed to the public — is the highest observatory  
in the United States.

From the observatory, a short hike leads to the summit. 
Here, a pair of binoculars comes in handy. Grayish-brown 
dots on the rocks below are more often than not Colorado’s 
state animal, the majestic bighorn sheep. Views to the west 
take in Grays and Torreys Peaks, two of Colorado’s most 
popular 14,000-foot mountains among climbers. While 
motorists absorb these views, hikers often arrive and join 
them on the peak’s crest via the Summit Lake Trail, adding 
a whole new dimension to what it takes to reach the top. 
Drivers can return the way they came and then complete 
the byway by driving from Echo Lake to Bergen Park.

Front Range Colorado
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Idaho Springs has a historical character that the pressures 
of time and modernization have not tarnished. Wedged 
in a canyon and founded on one of the fi rst gold discoveries 
in Colorado (in 1859), the town has successfully adapted 
with the times without sacrifi cing its past. Th e Charlie 
Taylor Water Wheel spins beneath Bridal Veil Falls (where 
it was moved in 1946), even if it no longer powers the 
nearby gold mill. Downtown maintains its 1800s charm 
with impeccable stone masonry and a slew of historic 
sites, among them the Idaho Springs Public Library, the 
Underhill Museum and the Central Hose House. Stop 
by the Idaho Springs Heritage Museum and, for a small 
fee, you can pick-up a self-guided walking tour of the 
downtown area. Another popular tour is of the Argo Gold 
Mine & Mill, where visitors can see how gold was extracted 
from ore.

It does not take long for the route to the summit to 
transport travelers into vastly diff erent ecosystems than 
the arid, ponderosa-speckled canyon in which Idaho 
Springs is situated. After passing by the riparian habitat 
of Chicago Creek, the byway climbs into the subalpine 
ecosystem, for which the Engelmann spruce and subalpine 
fi r trees are the hallmark. Beyond the fee station at Echo 
Lake, the road climbs into a treeless expanse where views 
extend over Denver, the plains and south to Pikes Peak. 
Seventeen switchbacks later, the remarkable highway 

delivers drivers to a spot 100 feet below the summit, where 
mountain goats make themselves at home at 14,000 feet.

Th e Mount Evans Highway was completed in 1927 
after being commissioned in 1917 by Denver’s mayor, 
Robert Speer. Th e highway had no other purpose but to 
draw visitors, just as the Pikes Peak Highway brought 
visitors to Colorado Springs. Just below the summit, you 
can see the foundation of where the Crest House once 
stood. Th is former restaurant and souvenir shop burned 
down in 1979, and today the remains serve as a viewing 
platform. Th e adjacent Meyer-Womble Observatory 
— while closed to the public — is the highest observatory 
in the United States.

From the observatory, a short hike leads to the summit. 
Here, a pair of binoculars comes in handy. Grayish-brown 
dots on the rocks below are more often than not Colorado’s 
state animal, the majestic bighorn sheep. Views to the west 
take in Grays and Torreys Peaks, two of Colorado’s most 
popular 14,000-foot mountains among climbers. While 
motorists absorb these views, hikers often arrive and join 
them on the peak’s crest via the Summit Lake Trail, adding 
a whole new dimension to what it takes to reach the top. 
Drivers can return the way they came and then complete 
the byway by driving from Echo Lake to Bergen Park.

Front Range Colorado

•  Mount Goliath Natural Area off ers an 
incredible opportunity for photogra-
phers — a grove of twisted bristlecone 
pines, some of which are more than 
1,600 years old.

•  Birdwatchers will want to look for 
black rosy fi nches along the shores 

of Summit Lake — one of the most 
reliable places in the world to see these 
uncommon birds.

•  Mount Evans is the only 14,000-foot 
mountain in Colorado that cyclists can 
conquer.

For waterfalls, wildfl owers and a 
strenuous tour through a glacier-carved 
valley, it doesn’t get much better than 
the hike up to Lower Chicago Lake. 
Access is via the trailhead at Echo Lake 
Mountain Park.

A large portion of this byway — CO 
Hwy. 5 from Echo Lake to the summit 
— is closed in winter (Nov.–May). Take 
it slow on narrow stretches and on the 
hairpin curves to the top.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE
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Once a thoroughfare for ambitious settlers, entrepreneurs and migrating herds of bison, the plains of Northeast 
Colorado have changed quite a bit in the last two centuries. But this byway travels through some of the last 
untouched prairie in North America.

The unassuming prairie town of Fort Morgan was home 
to a well-known World War II hero and 1940s musical 
mastermind — Glenn Miller. Miller spent his high school 
years here, playing football and honing his soon-to-be-fa-
mous musical prowess. The Fort Morgan Museum carries 
items and information on his career and connection to this 
community. In addition to exhibits on this musical pioneer, 
the museum also offers artifacts and displays on the town’s 
military history as well as that of Plains Indians. A favorite 
among visitors is the 1920s-era soda fountain, harkening  
to a bygone era.

The Overland Trail Museum, a comprehensive museum 
dedicated to the mystique of American Indian and pioneer 
history is found in the town of Sterling — the region’s 
largest settlement. The coup de gras of the well-stocked 
museum is an exact replica of a pioneer blacksmith shop, 
complete with coarsely hammered horseshoes, oven-fired 
iron nails and many of the original tools used by pioneer 
“smithies.” Other displays include an extensive collection 
of authentic American Indian weapons, tools and clothing. 
While in town, consider strolling the quiet avenues with an 
eye out for elaborately carved trees. Each was sculpted by 
Brad Rhea and takes on the shape of everything from  

a herd of giraffes with necks craning skyward (a piece en-
titled “Skygazers”) to a cottonwood carved to depict strong, 
salt-of-the-earth figures embodying the pioneer spirit 
(“Scion”). These dozen or so “living tree” sculptures can be 
found peppered throughout town.

Directly north of Fort Morgan, jutting 250 feet above the 
grassland floor are the Pawnee Buttes — a pair of towering 
sedimentary rock buttes seemingly out of place in a land 
dedicated to rolling short-grass prairie. Over the years, the 
area surrounding the buttes has proven to be a treasure 
trove of bones for paleontologists. While the names of 
the skeletons uncovered here may not be part of anyone’s 
vernacular, they’re stunning finds for experts. Both an 
Amphycyon (a bear-like creature) and Alicamelus (a cross 
between a giraffe and a camel) have been unearthed in the 
area. Hiking trails can be found in and around the base of 
these buttes, some following the old hunting trails of the 
Pawnee Indians.

The byway continues along country roads to the small com-
munities of Grover and Briggsdale, then follows Colorado 
14 to the town of Ault.

Northeast Colorado
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Th e unassuming prairie town of Fort Morgan was home 
to a well-known World War II hero and 1940s musical 
mastermind — Glenn Miller. Miller spent his high school 
years here, playing football and honing his soon-to-be-fa-
mous musical prowess. Th e Fort Morgan Museum carries 
items and information on his career and connection to this 
community. In addition to exhibits on this musical pioneer, 
the museum also off ers artifacts and displays on the town’s 
military history as well as that of Plains Indians. A favorite 
among visitors is the 1920s-era soda fountain, harkening 
to a bygone era.

Th e Overland Trail Museum, a comprehensive museum 
dedicated to the mystique of American Indian and pioneer 
history is found in the town of Sterling — the region’s 
largest settlement. Th e coup de gras of the well-stocked 
museum is an exact replica of a pioneer blacksmith shop, 
complete with coarsely hammered horseshoes, oven-fi red 
iron nails and many of the original tools used by pioneer 
“smithies.” Other displays include an extensive collection 
of authentic American Indian weapons, tools and clothing. 
While in town, consider strolling the quiet avenues with an 
eye out for elaborately carved trees. Each was sculpted by 
Brad Rhea and takes on the shape of everything from 

a herd of giraff es with necks craning skyward (a piece en-
titled “Skygazers”) to a cottonwood carved to depict strong, 
salt-of-the-earth fi gures embodying the pioneer spirit 
(“Scion”). Th ese dozen or so “living tree” sculptures can be 
found peppered throughout town.

Directly north of Fort Morgan, jutting 250 feet above the 
grassland fl oor are the Pawnee Buttes — a pair of towering 
sedimentary rock buttes seemingly out of place in a land 
dedicated to rolling short-grass prairie. Over the years, the 
area surrounding the buttes has proven to be a treasure 
trove of bones for paleontologists. While the names of 
the skeletons uncovered here may not be part of anyone’s 
vernacular, they’re stunning fi nds for experts. Both an 
Amphycyon (a bear-like creature) and Alicamelus (a cross 
between a giraff e and a camel) have been unearthed in the 
area. Hiking trails can be found in and around the base of 
these buttes, some following the old hunting trails of the 
Pawnee Indians.

Th e byway continues along country roads to the small com-
munities of Grover and Briggsdale, then follows Colorado 
14 to the town of Ault.

•  Drive through Pawnee National 
Grassland and see a landscape that 
is largely unchanged from what the 
original settlers saw. Look for the 
original wagon ruts left behind by 
pioneers, many of them can be seen 
from your car window.

•  Rainbow Arch Bridge is one of the 
longest open-span bridges in the 
nation (1,100 feet), and it crosses the 
South Platte River near the town of 
Fort Morgan.

Crow Valley Recreation Area just 
outside of Briggsdale is a lush area in 
an otherwise dry climate, surrounded 
in cottonwood and elm trees. Camping 
and picnic sites are available and usually 
open for those who want a respite from 
the road.

Much of this route is dirt and gravel 
and services are limited. While travel 
is generally easy and can be accessed 
without any sort of four-wheel drive, 
rains and snow can make sections of the 
road harder to traverse.

SoMEThinG ELSE To SaVoR STRETCh yoUR LEGS TakE noTE

Northeast Colorado

Distance: 128 miles • Allow 3 hours
Total elevation gain: 3,935–4,940 feet
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Peak to Peak’s southernmost point swoops through steep 
terrain to remnants of Colorado’s mining heydays. Black 
Hawk marks the narrow gulch where Georgia prospector 
John Gregory first struck gold in 1859. Central City was 
coined “the richest square mile on earth” after nearly $2 
million in gold was discovered that year. This string of  
mining camp towns survived floods, fires and a population 
flux that surged to 30,000 during gold booms and plunged 
to 250 after mines were exhausted and shouts of “eureka”  
drew prospectors elsewhere. Today, they have become 
destinations for tourists, among them those who seek out 
casino gaming.

Colorado’s leading show house of the late 1800s was the 
Central City Opera House. The mining town jewel thrives 
as a summer cultural destination with award-winning pres-
ervation of the interior’s ornate stone and woodwork, and 
a popular opera festival that dates back to 1932. The opera 
house holds the title as the oldest running theater in the 
Rocky Mountain Region. 

In neighboring Nevadaville, visitors can see traces of the 
times in the intact fire house/city hall, general store and 
grave sites that rest here. American and Colorado flags 
salute a framed portrait of George Washington at the  
fully restored Masonic Lodge temple.

Several gravel roads ribbon across the byway, accessing 
high-country lakes, trailheads and campgrounds. Peak to 
Peak serves as a main artery to some of the state’s most 
desired recreational spots, including Rocky Mountain  
National Park, Golden Gate Canyon State Park, Arapaho 
and Roosevelt National Forests, and Eldora Ski Resort.

Strong ties to nature and heritage are visible in today’s 
mountain towns and can be seen in places such as the 
people’s co-op at the byway’s halfway point in Nederland 
and at Charles Eagle Plume in Allenspark, an authentic 
American Indian art and crafts trading post that has been 
in operation since 1917. The Nederland Mining Museum 
displays area roots with ore samples, tools, photographs  
and the famous Bucyrus Erie steam shovel, which was not 
only used to dig the Panama Canal, but was recently fea-
tured on the History Channel’s “Mega Movers” series.

Acclaimed Estes Park pioneer and naturalist Enos Mills 
spurred the 1915 designation of Rocky Mountain National 
Park. Travelers’ first glimpse of the park comes into view 
north of Allenspark with Longs Peak and its often-photo-
graphed Diamond Face. Peak to Peak reaches its northern-
most point at the park’s eastern edge, cresting into the elk-
laden valley of Estes Park and opening up to a windshield 
full of the Continental Divide’s overlapping summits.

Front Range Colorado
21Peak to Peak

Generous alpine curves and gradual grades lend to the Peak to Peak’s reputation as the ultimate sports car high-
way. The 55-mile route brings travelers up close and parallel with the Continental Divide for a tour of ghost 
towns, Victorian-era opulence and stunning views of Longs Peak and Mount Meeker.
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Peak to Peak’s southernmost point swoops through steep 
terrain to remnants of Colorado’s mining heydays. Black 
Hawk marks the narrow gulch where Georgia prospector 
John Gregory fi rst struck gold in 1859. Central City was 
coined “the richest square mile on earth” after nearly $2 
million in gold was discovered that year. Th is string of 
mining camp towns survived fl oods, fi res and a population 
fl ux that surged to 30,000 during gold booms and plunged 
to 250 after mines were exhausted and shouts of “eureka” 
drew prospectors elsewhere. Today, they have become 
destinations for tourists, among them those who seek out 
casino gaming.

Colorado’s leading show house of the late 1800s was the 
Central City Opera House. Th e mining town jewel thrives 
as a summer cultural destination with award-winning pres-
ervation of the interior’s ornate stone and woodwork, and 
a popular opera festival that dates back to 1932. Th e opera 
house holds the title as the oldest running theater in the 
Rocky Mountain Region. 

In neighboring Nevadaville, visitors can see traces of the 
times in the intact fi re house/city hall, general store and 
grave sites that rest here. American and Colorado fl ags 
salute a framed portrait of George Washington at the 
fully restored Masonic Lodge temple.

Several gravel roads ribbon across the byway, accessing 
high-country lakes, trailheads and campgrounds. Peak to 
Peak serves as a main artery to some of the state’s most 
desired recreational spots, including Rocky Mountain 
National Park, Golden Gate Canyon State Park, Arapaho 
and Roosevelt National Forests, and Eldora Ski Resort.

Strong ties to nature and heritage are visible in today’s 
mountain towns and can be seen in places such as the 
people’s co-op at the byway’s halfway point in Nederland 
and at Charles Eagle Plume in Allenspark, an authentic 
American Indian art and crafts trading post that has been 
in operation since 1917. Th e Nederland Mining Museum 
displays area roots with ore samples, tools, photographs 
and the famous Bucyrus Erie steam shovel, which was not 
only used to dig the Panama Canal, but was recently fea-
tured on the History Channel’s “Mega Movers” series.

Acclaimed Estes Park pioneer and naturalist Enos Mills 
spurred the 1915 designation of Rocky Mountain National 
Park. Travelers’ fi rst glimpse of the park comes into view 
north of Allenspark with Longs Peak and its often-photo-
graphed Diamond Face. Peak to Peak reaches its northern-
most point at the park’s eastern edge, cresting into the elk-
laden valley of Estes Park and opening up to a windshield 
full of the Continental Divide’s overlapping summits.

Front Range Colorado

•  On the fi rst full weekend in March, 
celebrate Nederland’s Frozen Dead 
Guy Days — a festival surrounding 
the mountain town’s Norwegian on ice 
and his wait for cryogenic revival.

•  Access County Rd. 16 at Rollinsville 
for a detour to the east portal of the 

Moff at Tunnel, one of America’s lon-
gest train tunnels. 

•  Tour the Saint Malo Church and Re-
treat Center on 160-acres of wooded 
property at the base of 13,911-foot 
Mount Meeker.

At Ward, follow signs west to Brainard 
Lake Recreation Area in Roosevelt 
National Forest. Marked trailheads lead 
to numerous lakes with vistas of the 
soaring, granite Indian Peaks.

Unpaved roads to Nevadaville and 
other ghost towns — along with narrow 
passages to hiking trails — may require 
four-wheel drive.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE
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Distance: 55 miles • Allow 2 hours
Total elevation gain: 7,522–9,258 feet
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From the Windy Point overlook just south of Lake City, 
spreads a surreal vista. To the left rises Uncompahgre Peak, 
its bizarre, lopsided form looks like a collapsed wedding 
cake. Below is Lake San Cristobal, which formed only 800 
years ago because of the feature that slowly tumbles to your 
right — the Slumgullion Earth Flow. Beginning 2,000 
years ago, this everlasting landslide filled the bottom of the  
valley (creating a natural dam) and it continues to shift  
up to 21 feet a year. As a result, subalpine firs grow at 
awkward angles. 

This is just one of the wonders of this byway, a place that 
feels off-the-beaten path but is remarkably accessible today. 
That was not always the case. It took eight years — from 
surveying to completion — for the Denver & Rio Grande 
Railroad just to reach Lake City. Today, the town still has a 
modest population of 400. With its wood-plank sidewalks 
and architecturally diverse buildings, the historic downtown 
is ideal for a stroll. The Hinsdale County Museum offers 
walking tours of downtown, and also houses engaging ex-
hibits that chronicle the county’s past through meticulously 
preserved artifacts. Another must is the Hinsdale County 
Courthouse, which hosted a speech by suffragette Susan B. 
Anthony in September 1877. 

In 1883, the courtroom held a trial for accused cannibal 
Alferd Packer. In 1874, he was stranded with his travel 
party on a nearby plateau. Allegedly, he killed and con-
sumed the other five members and then found his way back 
to civilization. Packer confessed to the cannibalism, and 
was sentenced to death for murder. But the evidence that 
he murdered his peers before eating them was paltry, and 
eventually, the Colorado Supreme Court repealed  
the death sentence that was handed down to him in this 
very courthouse.

Beyond Lake City is a route that was never forged by 
railroads, in large part because of its remoteness. In fact, 
the next significant mining camp along the Silver Thread, 
Creede, is a full 50-mile drive to the south through gor-
geous, high-altitude meadows and forest. Creede would 
be one of the last towns in Colorado to experience a 
silver boom. Incorporated in 1892, Creede flourished and 
expanded on the back of silver mining to a population 
of 10,000. A stop at the Underground Mining Museum 
— which is built into the walls of Willow Creek Can-
yon and is a re-creation of a typical mine — reveals how 
demanding this industry was on the miners who worked in 
the mineshafts. 

22Silver Thread
The Silver Thread passes through a land that is staggering in its beauty and surprising in its remoteness. This 
isolation has long defined the towns of Lake City and Creede, and in one case, it contributed to one of the most 
disputed (and sordid) tales in Colorado history.

Southwest Colorado
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From the Windy Point overlook just south of Lake City, 
spreads a surreal vista. To the left rises Uncompahgre Peak, 
its bizarre, lopsided form looks like a collapsed wedding 
cake. Below is Lake San Cristobal, which formed only 800 
years ago because of the feature that slowly tumbles to your 
right — the Slumgullion Earth Flow. Beginning 2,000 
years ago, this everlasting landslide fi lled the bottom of the 
valley (creating a natural dam) and it continues to shift 
up to 21 feet a year. As a result, subalpine fi rs grow at 
awkward angles. 

Th is is just one of the wonders of this byway, a place that 
feels off -the-beaten path but is remarkably accessible today. 
Th at was not always the case. It took eight years — from 
surveying to completion — for the Denver & Rio Grande 
Railroad just to reach Lake City. Today, the town still has a 
modest population of 400. With its wood-plank sidewalks 
and architecturally diverse buildings, the historic downtown 
is ideal for a stroll. Th e Hinsdale County Museum off ers 
walking tours of downtown, and also houses engaging ex-
hibits that chronicle the county’s past through meticulously 
preserved artifacts. Another must is the Hinsdale County 
Courthouse, which hosted a speech by suff ragette Susan B. 
Anthony in September 1877. 

In 1883, the courtroom held a trial for accused cannibal 
Alferd Packer. In 1874, he was stranded with his travel 
party on a nearby plateau. Allegedly, he killed and con-
sumed the other fi ve members and then found his way back 
to civilization. Packer confessed to the cannibalism, and 
was sentenced to death for murder. But the evidence that 
he murdered his peers before eating them was paltry, and 
eventually, the Colorado Supreme Court repealed 
the death sentence that was handed down to him in this 
very courthouse.

Beyond Lake City is a route that was never forged by 
railroads, in large part because of its remoteness. In fact, 
the next signifi cant mining camp along the Silver Th read, 
Creede, is a full 50-mile drive to the south through gor-
geous, high-altitude meadows and forest. Creede would 
be one of the last towns in Colorado to experience a 
silver boom. Incorporated in 1892, Creede fl ourished and 
expanded on the back of silver mining to a population 
of 10,000. A stop at the Underground Mining Museum 
— which is built into the walls of Willow Creek Can-
yon and is a re-creation of a typical mine — reveals how 
demanding this industry was on the miners who worked in 
the mineshafts. 

•  Engage four-wheel drive and head 
north out of Wagon Wheel Gap to 
Wheeler Geologic Area, a preserve 
fi lled with mysterious volcanic 
ashfl ow pinnacles.

•  Th e Creede Repertory Th eater was 
once proclaimed “one of the 10 best 
places to see theater way off  Broadway” 

by USA Today. Its season runs from 
late May through September.

•  At nearly 42,000 surface acres, Blue 
Mesa Reservoir is the largest body 
of water in Colorado and is great for 
sailing, waterskiing and pursuing giant 
lake trout.

On the south side of Spring Creek Pass, 
you can make a quick stop to see one of 
Colorado’s most remarkable cascades, 
North Clear Creek Falls. Plunging 
off  a willow-covered expanse into a 
chocolate-colored canyon, the falls are 
a surprising revelation on the high-alti-
tude plateau.

Th e stretches between Blue Mesa 
Reservoir and Lake City, as well as Lake 
City and Creede, are long and without 
gas service. Make sure you top off  in 
either town before setting off .

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE

Southwest Colorado
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Distance: 117 miles • Allow 3 hours
Total elevation gain: 7,500-11,361 feet
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The South Platte River Trail stewards an eclectic history along a mere 19 miles. The hard-galloping horses of the 
Pony Express made their stops here, as did a number of pioneers who traveled the Overland Trail.

Julesburg is a city built, razed, rebuilt and abandoned three 
separate times over three decades — beginning in the  
early 1850s. Its current and final incarnation was founded 
in 1881 and sits on the extreme northeast corner of the 
state. It is the first town to welcome visitors from the 
Nebraska border along Interstate 76. Three of the town’s 
four original sites can be visited along this byway, each  
with informational signs indicating why they fell into 
disuse — due to a Cheyenne Indian razing and the moving 
of rail stops — and why Julesburg in its current form  
has sustained.

Nearby Ovid first found its niche in Colorado industry as 
a sugar beet producing burg established in the early 1880s. 
While the sugar production has since ground to a halt, a 
small steam engine, once used to transport sugar and raw 
materials over short distances, has been fully restored and is 
now on display in Ovid’s town park. 

While the sweet beginnings of Ovid were the reason for 
its prosperity, its history is also embedded in World War 
II, due to its service as a prisoner of war camp for captured 
German soldiers. The center of downtown Ovid has an 

information sign describing the German internment, 
including their role in sustaining the sugar beet crops.

Just south of Ovid is the site of Fort Sedgwick. Built in 
1864, it is arguably the most important military installment 
along the Overland Trail — a once well-used pathway west 
for early settlers. Originally constructed to protect the wires 
of the Transcontinental Telegraph from the elements and 
American Indian attacks, it also served as protection to the 
occasional wagon train. It quickly transformed into a base 
for major military operations. 

In 1865, it saw what is perhaps its most noted role, serving 
as a sanctuary for fleeing Julesburg residents during the 
Cheyenne and Sioux attack on the town. The attack was the 
product of tensions between settlers and American Indians 
that degenerated into open violence. The fort’s usefulness 
finally ended in 1871, and it was then abandoned by the 
United State military. Visitors to Julesburg who happen 
upon the town’s library can view the original flagpole used 
during the fort’s illustrious tenure.

Northeast Colorado
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Julesburg is a city built, razed, rebuilt and abandoned three 
separate times over three decades — beginning in the 
early 1850s. Its current and fi nal incarnation was founded 
in 1881 and sits on the extreme northeast corner of the 
state. It is the fi rst town to welcome visitors from the 
Nebraska border along Interstate 76. Th ree of the town’s 
four original sites can be visited along this byway, each 
with informational signs indicating why they fell into 
disuse — due to a Cheyenne Indian razing and the moving 
of rail stops — and why Julesburg in its current form 
has sustained.

Nearby Ovid fi rst found its niche in Colorado industry as 
a sugar beet producing burg established in the early 1880s. 
While the sugar production has since ground to a halt, a 
small steam engine, once used to transport sugar and raw 
materials over short distances, has been fully restored and is 
now on display in Ovid’s town park. 

While the sweet beginnings of Ovid were the reason for 
its prosperity, its history is also embedded in World War 
II, due to its service as a prisoner of war camp for captured 
German soldiers. Th e center of downtown Ovid has an 

information sign describing the German internment, 
including their role in sustaining the sugar beet crops.

Just south of Ovid is the site of Fort Sedgwick. Built in 
1864, it is arguably the most important military installment 
along the Overland Trail — a once well-used pathway west 
for early settlers. Originally constructed to protect the wires 
of the Transcontinental Telegraph from the elements and 
American Indian attacks, it also served as protection to the 
occasional wagon train. It quickly transformed into a base 
for major military operations. 

In 1865, it saw what is perhaps its most noted role, serving 
as a sanctuary for fl eeing Julesburg residents during the 
Cheyenne and Sioux attack on the town. Th e attack was the 
product of tensions between settlers and American Indians 
that degenerated into open violence. Th e fort’s usefulness 
fi nally ended in 1871, and it was then abandoned by the 
United State military. Visitors to Julesburg who happen 
upon the town’s library can view the original fl agpole used 
during the fort’s illustrious tenure.

Northeast Colorado

•  Visit the Pony Express Monument on 
C.R. 28, a few miles southeast of Ovid.

•  Catch a fi lm at the historic Hippo-
drome Th eater in Julesburg, a movie 
hall built in 1919.

•  Watch hundreds of ducks rest along 
the South Platte River during their 
March migration.

River access near the Welcome Center 
at Julesburg gives visitors a chance to 
dip their toes in the South Platte River. 
And a sharp-eyed visitor may be able to 
spot a bald eagle, uncommon water-
fowl, deer or antelope in this riparian 
environment.

While the drive is short, expect to 
make many stops, as the informational 
placards found along the route are many 
and well-written.

SOMETHING ELSE TO SAVOR STRETCH YOUR LEGS TAKE NOTE

Distance: 19 miles • Allow 1 hour
Total elevation gain: 3,477–3,521 feet
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24Unaweep Tabeguache
This byway cuts through a shallow valley rich in mineral resources, though not the usual kind Colorado is known 
for — the uranium used in the world’s first atomic bomb was mined in Uravan. The pastel-colored land was 
also the site of other mining operations, as evidenced by an intriguing structure — the Hanging Flume.

Red sandstone catches warming sun rays throughout much 
of the byway and the Dolores River runs through a canyon 
that bears its name, turning its canyon floors green with  
a satiating touch. Some of the first documented discoveries 
of this raw and beautiful land can be traced to the famed 
Dominguez and Escalante Expedition of 1776. Composed 
of two friars from New Mexico (then part of Mexico),  
this troupe was in search of a route to the churches of Cali-
fornia, and on their way, made lasting note of the canyon- 
cracked scenery.

Roughly near the midway point of the byway is the Hang-
ing Flume, a 19th-century engineering feat that clings to 
sheer sandstone walls. It is bolted into the cliff face more 
than 100 feet above the swiftly flowing Dolores River. 
Constructed in 1891, and bankrolled by mining interests, 
the Hanging Flume was a precarious aqueduct used to carry 
water to gold mines dotted throughout the area. It original-
ly carried water for up to seven miles, where it was used to 
animate hydraulic mining equipment. Running at full-force, 
the flume transported 80 million gallons of water along its 
trestle on a daily basis. Today, the Hanging Flume’s wooden 
supports and pilings are being painstakingly reclaimed from 
the elements in the hopes of preserving this piece of mining 
history. An interpretive sign at Mile Marker 81 provides 
additional information.

The site where the town of Uravan once stood radiates 
history, literally. The uranium used in the once top-secret 
Manhattan Project was mined in this area. The uranium 
from here was rich in carnotite — a mineral containing 
uranium, radium and vanadium. As a result, a refining plant 
was added to the town in 1928 to extract the vanadium, 
used in the hardening process of steel. Later, the United 
States government found a use for the highly radioactive 
uranium, employing it in the country’s first atom bombs. 
The town was deemed a superfund site in 1987 and every 
building has been removed from the area. 

Within Unaweep Canyon — under the shadow of a red 
sandstone monolith called Thimble Rock —— sits the 
remains of Driggs Mansion, an ochre-colored sandstone 
home whose blocks were cut from nearby Mayflower  
Canyon. Built by a well-to-do New Yorker in 1914, it 
served as his home and hunting lodge until 1918, when it 
was abandoned. While it currently resides on private land, 
and physical access is granted only by the owner’s permis-
sion, it is easily photographed from the roadside pull out 
adjacent to it. A kiosk at the pull out also provides ad-
ditional information.

Southwest Colorado
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Red sandstone catches warming sun rays throughout much 
of the byway and the Dolores River runs through a canyon 
that bears its name, turning its canyon fl oors green with 
a satiating touch. Some of the fi rst documented discoveries 
of this raw and beautiful land can be traced to the famed 
Dominguez and Escalante Expedition of 1776. Composed 
of two friars from New Mexico (then part of Mexico), 
this troupe was in search of a route to the churches of Cali-
fornia, and on their way, made lasting note of the canyon-
cracked scenery.

Roughly near the midway point of the byway is the Hang-
ing Flume, a 19th-century engineering feat that clings to 
sheer sandstone walls. It is bolted into the cliff  face more 
than 100 feet above the swiftly fl owing Dolores River. 
Constructed in 1891, and bankrolled by mining interests, 
the Hanging Flume was a precarious aqueduct used to carry 
water to gold mines dotted throughout the area. It original-
ly carried water for up to seven miles, where it was used to 
animate hydraulic mining equipment. Running at full-force, 
the fl ume transported 80 million gallons of water along its 
trestle on a daily basis. Today, the Hanging Flume’s wooden 
supports and pilings are being painstakingly reclaimed from 
the elements in the hopes of preserving this piece of mining 
history. An interpretive sign at Mile Marker 81 provides 
additional information.

Th e site where the town of Uravan once stood radiates 
history, literally. Th e uranium used in the once top-secret 
Manhattan Project was mined in this area. Th e uranium 
from here was rich in carnotite — a mineral containing 
uranium, radium and vanadium. As a result, a refi ning plant 
was added to the town in 1928 to extract the vanadium, 
used in the hardening process of steel. Later, the United 
States government found a use for the highly radioactive 
uranium, employing it in the country’s fi rst atom bombs. 
Th e town was deemed a superfund site in 1987 and every 
building has been removed from the area. 

Within Unaweep Canyon — under the shadow of a red 
sandstone monolith called Th imble Rock —— sits the 
remains of Driggs Mansion, an ochre-colored sandstone 
home whose blocks were cut from nearby Mayfl ower 
Canyon. Built by a well-to-do New Yorker in 1914, it 
served as his home and hunting lodge until 1918, when it 
was abandoned. While it currently resides on private land, 
and physical access is granted only by the owner’s permis-
sion, it is easily photographed from the roadside pull out 
adjacent to it. A kiosk at the pull out also provides ad-
ditional information.

•  When entering the byway from the 
town of Whitewater, keep on the 
lookout for desert bighorn sheep. Your 
best bet for spotting them is to look to 
rocky ledges and grassy knolls along 
the fi rst few miles of the byway.

•  Historical signage along the byway 
retells the journey of Dominguez and 
Escalante, two Spanish friars who 
traveled through the region in search 
of a passageway from the missions in 
New Mexico to those in California.

A number of cycling trails crisscross 
through BLM land near the byway. 
Access to the Tabeguache Mountain 
Bike Trail can be found at the fi rst 
bridge over East Creek at Mile Marker 
152 on CO Hwy. 141. Th e entire trail 
runs for 142 miles from Montrose to 
Grand Junction.

Gas stations and rest stops are few and 
far between along this byway. Begin-
ning your journey with a full tank of gas 
and plenty of drinking water is highly 
recommended.

SoMEThinG ELSE To SaVoR STRETCh yoUR LEGS TakE noTE
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Distance: 133 miles • Allow 3 hours
Total elevation gain: 4,715–7,480 feet
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25 Situated snugly in the narrow Crystal River Valley, Redstone 
is a delightful town listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places. On one side of the byway are curious, beehive-shaped 
coke ovens that were once used for processing coal. On the other 
side lies the heart of town, a quaint series of shops and galleries 
situated on a tree-lined lane. But its quaintness belies an extraor-
dinarily lavish house known as the Cleveholm Manor, which is 
situated on the south end of town. The 42-room, Tudor-style 
mansion was built by industrial tycoon John Osgood, whose coal 
mining operation helped finance his extravagant lifestyle.

Up the river lies Marble, a sleepy hamlet where some of the 
finest marble in the world has been mined. In fact, marble used 
in the Lincoln Memorial and the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 
came from this town’s quarries.

After Marble, the byway leaves civilization for a while, crossing 
McClure Pass and traveling 35 miles through the Upper North 
Fork Valley before reaching Paonia, a small town that anchors a 
network of orchards and farms in the area. Veering to the south, 
the West Elk Loop passes the Black Canyon of the Gunnison 
National Park. No other gorge in North American combines the 
narrowness, depth and sheer drop-offs of the Black Canyon. The 
narrow chasm’s North Rim is accessible from the route. As the 
highway climbs onto the Black Mesa, it reveals a portion of the 
canyon’s upper reaches.

While the mild climate of the North Fork Valley is conducive 
to cherries and peaches, the Gunnison Valley where the town 
of Gunnison resides is frequently the coldest spot in Colorado. 
Equal parts college town and ranching community, Gunnison’s 
wide streets tell of the town’s original hopes to be Colorado’s 
future state capital. Stop by the Gunnison Pioneer Museum to 
see a railroad depot and a re-created schoolhouse. 

Finally, there’s Crested Butte, a town surrounded in summer 
by so many blooming meadows that the Colorado Legislature 
dubbed it the Wildflower Capital of Colorado. Much of the 
town resides within a district where Victorian buildings decked 
in vibrant colors preserve the aura of Crested Butte’s past. A stop 
by the town’s old Hardware Building — now the Crested Butte 
Mountain Heritage Museum — affords the chance to learn 
about such diverse facets of the community as its once-large 
Croatian population and its role in the invention of mountain 
biking as a sport.

From Crested Butte, hikers can gain easy access to the north 
into the Maroon Bells-Snowmass Wilderness, an 181,000-acre 
area with some of Colorado’s most colorful scenery. The byway 
completes the circuit by winding west over Kebler Pass. Here, in 
mid- to late-September, travelers can witness a profusion of fall 
color as the expansive groves of quaking aspen turn gold.

West Elk Loop
Shaped like a lasso that’s been dropped on Colorado’s pristine West Elk Mountains, the West Elk Loop unites 
three very different mining communities and gets within arm’s reach of four diverse wilderness areas.
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Situated snugly in the narrow Crystal River Valley, Redstone 
is a delightful town listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places. On one side of the byway are curious, beehive-shaped 
coke ovens that were once used for processing coal. On the other 
side lies the heart of town, a quaint series of shops and galleries 
situated on a tree-lined lane. But its quaintness belies an extraor-
dinarily lavish house known as the Cleveholm Manor, which is 
situated on the south end of town. Th e 42-room, Tudor-style 
mansion was built by industrial tycoon John Osgood, whose coal 
mining operation helped fi nance his extravagant lifestyle.

Up the river lies Marble, a sleepy hamlet where some of the 
fi nest marble in the world has been mined. In fact, marble used 
in the Lincoln Memorial and the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier 
came from this town’s quarries.

After Marble, the byway leaves civilization for a while, crossing 
McClure Pass and traveling 35 miles through the Upper North 
Fork Valley before reaching Paonia, a small town that anchors a 
network of orchards and farms in the area. Veering to the south, 
the West Elk Loop passes the Black Canyon of the Gunnison 
National Park. No other gorge in North American combines the 
narrowness, depth and sheer drop-off s of the Black Canyon. Th e 
narrow chasm’s North Rim is accessible from the route. As the 
highway climbs onto the Black Mesa, it reveals a portion of the 
canyon’s upper reaches.

While the mild climate of the North Fork Valley is conducive 
to cherries and peaches, the Gunnison Valley where the town 
of Gunnison resides is frequently the coldest spot in Colorado. 
Equal parts college town and ranching community, Gunnison’s 
wide streets tell of the town’s original hopes to be Colorado’s 
future state capital. Stop by the Gunnison Pioneer Museum to 
see a railroad depot and a re-created schoolhouse. 

Finally, there’s Crested Butte, a town surrounded in summer 
by so many blooming meadows that the Colorado Legislature 
dubbed it the Wildfl ower Capital of Colorado. Much of the 
town resides within a district where Victorian buildings decked 
in vibrant colors preserve the aura of Crested Butte’s past. A stop 
by the town’s old Hardware Building — now the Crested Butte 
Mountain Heritage Museum — aff ords the chance to learn 
about such diverse facets of the community as its once-large 
Croatian population and its role in the invention of mountain 
biking as a sport.

From Crested Butte, hikers can gain easy access to the north 
into the Maroon Bells-Snowmass Wilderness, an 181,000-acre 
area with some of Colorado’s most colorful scenery. Th e byway 
completes the circuit by winding west over Kebler Pass. Here, in 
mid- to late-September, travelers can witness a profusion of fall 
color as the expansive groves of quaking aspen turn gold.

•  Buy a bag of farm-fresh cherries or a 
bushel of nectarines from a farm stand 
in and around Paonia and Hotchkiss.

•  Visit the galleries and boutiques in 
Carbondale, a hideaway that takes in 
views of Mount Sopris (12,953 feet), 

a massive mountain that rises nearly 
7,000 feet above the valley.

•  Colorado’s largest lake, Blue Mesa 
Reservoir, off ers superb windsurfi ng, 
water-skiing and deep-water fi shing 
for lake trout.

Th e West Elk Wilderness south of 
Kebler Pass is a vast and untrammeled 
mountain range that is perfect for long 
backpacking trips. To the north of the 
pass is another backcountry paradise 
— the Raggeds Wilderness.

Th e section of the West Elk Loop that 
crosses Kebler Pass (between CO Hwy. 
133 and Crested Butte) is closed in 
winter (Nov.–April). 

SoMEThinG ELSE To SaVoR STRETCh yoUR LEGS TakE noTE
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Distance: 205 miles • Allow 7 hours
Total elevation gain: 5,351–9,980 feet
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Colorado’s Great Engineering Feats

CliFF PalaCE – 1190–1260 C.E. (Trail oF ThE anCiEnTs)
Mesa Verde’s iconic Cliff Palace speaks to the sophistication of North America’s ancestral indigenous cultures 
— perhaps more than any other site on the continent. Stretching 288 feet across an alcove underneath a massive 
sandstone wall, the palace is the largest intact cliff dwelling in North America. Comprised of 150 rooms and 23 kivas 
(underground ceremony rooms), the massive complex is made of sandstone bricks that have been meticulously fit 
together to withstand the test of time. Archaeologists estimate that the palace was at one time home to upwards of 150 
Ancestral Puebloans.

Million Dollar hiGhway – 1883 (san Juan skyway)
Stretching from Ouray to the saddle of Red Mountain Pass, this extraordinary section of the San Juan Skyway  
clearly demonstrates the ingenuity of Otto Mears, a Russian immigrant. Mears’ enterprising life in Colorado began 
when he was a wheat farmer in the San Luis Valley in the late 1860s. In order to get his wheat to the flourmill in  
Poncha Springs, he took it upon himself to build a toll road over Poncha Pass to get it there. He developed a knack for 
road building, and in 1883 he lead a team to build another toll road, this time from Ouray to the mining town of  
Ironton. Through the steep terrain of the Uncompahgre Gorge, Mears incurred costs of $1,000 a foot (one theory on 
how the road came to be known as the Million Dollar Highway). Ever the shrewd businessman, Mears charged a hefty 
$5 toll and placed the toll station atop Bear Creek Falls, in a narrow, cliff-hanging perch where toll-dodgers couldn’t 
navigate around the booth. The road was a vital link for business interests in the valley, and it would eventually be 
extended to Silverton.

GEorGETown looP railroaD – 1884 (GuanElla Pass)
The 1880s were a decade of great development and ingenuity in Colorado, as the Georgetown Loop Railroad 
demonstrates. Uniting the mining camps of Georgetown and Silver Plume by rail was no easy task. Silver Plume, while 
only two miles away, was 640 feet higher than Georgetown. This six percent grade was double the steepness than any 
train of the day could handle, so engineer Jacob Blickensderfer devised a seemingly far-fetched route of twists, turns 
and a horseshoe curve to reduce the grade to three percent. The highlight of this ingenious railroad is the 95-foot high 
Devil’s Gate Bridge, a trestle that was rebuilt in 1984 to exacting detail of the original, and now carries the train high 
over Clear Creek. 

oThEr EnGinEErinG FEaTs To look For:
•  The Hanging Flume – 1891 (Unaweep Tabeguache) A wooden trestle that precariously clings to the sheer sandstone 

walls of the Dolores River Canyon. It is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
•  Rainbow Arch Bridge – 1923 (Pawnee Pioneer Trails) A 1,100-foot bridge over the South Platte River with a 

pioneering, open-spandrel arch design. The bridge is also listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
•  The Moffat Tunnel – 1928 (detour off the Peak to Peak Highway) This 6.2-mile long tunnel is one of the longest 

railway tunnels in North America.

In many ways, the spirit of Colorado is embodied in certain monuments from the past. To this day, these places capture the ingenuity, the 
ambition and the never-give-up attitude that this wild landscape demanded from its first residents as well as from the settlers and entrepreneurs 
who followed. These monuments are numerous and widely distributed across the state, but the following are some of the best known, and are just 
off, right along or even part of a Scenic and Historic Byway.
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